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4 THE RELATION BETWEEN NEEDS-SUPPLY WORK VALUES, VALUE
FIT , PUBLIC SERVICE ORIENTATION, EMPLOYEE COMMITMENT
AND TURNOVER INTENTIONS

4.1 Introduction needs supply fit and its consequences

There is a significant tradition in cross cultural research to examine the relationship

between values and work attitudes (Durkin & Bennett, 1999; Harding & Hikspoors,

1995; Furåker, 2011). As shown in Figure 2.1, culturally derived values have

influence on the specific cognition and behaviors that employees develop (Hofstede,

1980). But the mentioned literature also suggests that situational variables including

daily work experiences and the quality of relations of the workforce and the

management influence work attitudes. In this chapter we are going to study if

people’s values and attitudes about what people consider to be important in a job

and the extent into which these important issues are met by the employer, influence

the attachment people feels toward their organizations. Work, as pointed out in the

previous chapters, always has an element of exchange (Dluglos & Weirmair, 1981).

In the process of attachment to an organization the content of the exchange

becomes clear. Condition for the attachment of individuals to organizations will often

be the fulfillment of personal needs and ambitions. In other words: does needs-

supply fit have a positive effect on organizational commitment? (Latham, 2007; Taris

& Feij, 2002; Tinsley, 2000). The relation between needs and supply values, and

their effect on organizational commitment and intention to leave will be the central

issue of this chapter. To put this relation into more perspective a explanatory scheme

is presented in figure 4.1.

Fit is the independent variable we are most interested in. In the explanatory

scheme fit can be viewed in box 1 in figure 4.1, and is supposed to have positive

consequences for work outcomes like organizational commitment and turnover

intentions represented in box 4 and 5 of the model. In the course of this chapter this

fit will be related to other important features that can be regarded as alternative

explanatory factors like: job satisfaction (box 2), gender, trade-union membership,

educational level and sector one works in (box 3). This matter will be investigated

and compared across eight western countries, using data from the 2005 International

Social Survey Program (ISSP).
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Figure 4.1 Conceptual model of the relation between several forms of fit and organizational
commitment, as well as intervening variables and personal characteristics

Based upon previous international research by Hult (2003, 2005), Andolšek and

Štebe, (2004), Fischer Belschack and Braun (2002), Norris (2003), Steijn (2008) and

Esser (2005) hypotheses are going to be formed. Preliminary to the matters of needs

and supply and their fit it is going to be investigated what the relation between needs

and supplies is. The theory of the funnel-effect (the needs that have the biggest

demand will have the smallest supply) will be investigated.

As already mentioned in the previous chapters there are two main categories

in work values concerning the emphasis on extrinsic as well as intrinsic needs and

supplies often based on the two factor theory of Herzberg. A category often added

relates to societal values (Rosenberg, 1957). As has been argued in the last chapter

in paragraph 3.2.2.2; Lyons, Duxburry and Higgins, (2007) regard the items “work

that enables you to help others” and “work that enables you make a contribution to
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society as societal.” These items, also very easily classified as being altruistic, are

both transcending the individual level (Dawis & Lofquist, 1984; Super, 1970).

Therefore the denotation societal/altruistic will be used in this study. In sum three

Need-Supply kinds of fit will be distinguished. These three kinds of fit are

independent variables and are depicted in box 1 of figure 4.1.

 Extrinsic value fit (high income, job security and opportunities for advancement);

 Intrinsic value fit (interesting work and independent work);

 Societal/altruistic value fit (work that is useful for society and work that enables

you to help other people).

The relation between fit and commitment differs among countries and often is an

indirect one; therefore job satisfaction is introduced as a mediating variable (Hult,

2005) (box 2) influencing the relation between fit and commitment.

There is also a second dependent variable that is closely related to both

commitment and job satisfaction. This second dependent variable is turnover

intention. It is depicted in box 5 of the model. Theory suggest that the fit between the

person and organization (P-O fit) reduces turnover intentions (Arthur et al, 2006).

A group of variables that could supply an alternative explanation are personal

characteristics (box 3): gender, age, educational level, trade-union membership,

family to work conflict, the presence of bad working conditions, and the sector one

works in.

The effect of trade-union membership is being analyzed as having a negative

effect on organizational commitment. The distinction between public and private

sector is being introduced to test if among the people in public service the

relationship between societal/altruistic values and commitment (Steijn, 2008) is

stronger than in the private sector.

4.2 Theory and Hypotheses

4.2.1 In general

In a fast changing complex service economy a committed workforce is an important

asset to an organization. To have a close knit between corporate and individual
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mind-set, has become an issue of some urgency as companies have sought to adapt

their organizational structures in the face of mounting competitive pressures and

increased needs for customer responsiveness. According to Handy (1989) one such

structural shift follows the 'shamrock' principle: This means that the organization

develops a 'core' of a limited number of highly committed workers constituting one

leaf of the shamrock, and a periphery of sub-contractors and part-time, flexible

workers making up the other two leaves. The reduced core company has to be highly

productive and competitive (Harding & Hikspoors, 1995). In order to achieve this

management has to rely on a highly skilled and committed workforce which needs

have to be adequately met. Continuous restructuring and reorganizing does not

make the maintenance of needs and supply-fit any easier. Research has shown that

congruence of work values in general and that between the preferences of the

employee and the supply of these features by the employer in particular correlates

significantly with such job outcomes as: commitment, individual productivity, job

satisfaction (Mottaz, 1988; O’Reilly et al., 1991; Taris & Feij, 2001; Erdogan, Kraimer

& Liden, 2004; Hult, 2004).

The needs-supply discussion is part of a more comprehensive set of theories

and research in work values. As pointed out in chapter 1 and figure 1.1 of that

chapter needs-supply fit is part of person environment fit (P-O fit). The relation

between needs-supply fit and commitment is motivated as follows (referring to the

introductory chapter): an individual attaches himself/herself to an organization in

return for money and the expectation that it can use his/her knowledge, skills and

abilities (KSA in figure 4.2), and develop his/her talents and realize his/her goals.

Looking at this from an exchange perspective many authors suggest that

organizational commitment is largely a function of work values and work rewards

(Mottaz, 1988; Oliver, 1990; Putti, Aryee, & Liang, 1989).
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(“demands-abilities fit”) or when individual needs are met by environmental supplies

(“needs-supplies fit”). The latter fit refers to the fit between individual work values and

job characteristics or perceived rewards (Hult, 2005). It is this last type of fit that is

central in this chapter. We will pay special attention to the consequences of fit for

commitment, satisfaction and employee retention. This because of the most

important influence on success of an organization is to have a highly motivated and

committed workforce that wants to stay with the company.

This study extends the previous research on the relationship between need

and supply value fit and work outcomes by examining five issues that have not been

extensively addressed.

First this study examines the so-called funnel effect that relates to the

interrelation between needs and supplies and the consequences for fit. A separate

analysis will be made of the funnel-effect for people employed in the public sector.

A second issue is the combination of needs and job satisfaction in four

typologies and its effect on organizational commitment.

A third issue is the supposed mediation of job satisfaction in the relation

between fit and commitment and its difference between countries.

Fourthly this study examines the form of the relationships of three different

dimensions of needs and supplies fit (i.e. intrinsic work aspects, extrinsic work

aspects, and societal aspects at work) with commitment, job satisfaction and

intention to leave (Taris &Feij, 2001).

A fifth and last issue is the value fit of people employed in the public sector.

According to recent research in the Netherlands (Steijn, 2008) the relationship

between societal values and commitment would be particularly visible with those

employed in the public sector.

4.2.2 Funnel effect

In a German study Klages et al. (1994) confronted the needs with the extent to which

they were realized. This was done by drawing two lines as in figure 4.3 (from

Fischer,Brauns & Belschak, 2002).

The topline represents the demand of the particular aspects and the

bottomline represent the supply of that aspect in the actual working situation. In an

ideal world the lines would be one but since this is not the case the lines differ. In his
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research Klages et al. found some interesting phenomena: it were the aspects that

were hardly present in the working situation that the respondents rated as important.

This is clearly visible when the demand and supply lines are studied, the image looks

like a funnel. One can clearly see that on the first item on the left, that is phrased “ist

sinnvoll” (is meaningful), there is a big discrepancy between needs and supply.

A similar pattern can be found at the third item on the left that is phrased

“macht Spass” (you can enjoy). If we have a look at all items the two lines show

basically a pattern of a funnel where on the one hand the need items and the supply

items are contrasted. Two big gaps can be found on two extrinsic items. One is the

item on career possibilities (Aufstiegsmöglichkeiten) that is positioned on the 6th

position from the right. The other is on equitable pay (Gerecht bezahlt) that is

positioned on the 10th position from the left.

A second problem that Klages et al. (1994) addressed was the nature of the

values. In his view it were the intrinsic values, that according to Maslow were at the

top of the needs hierarchy, that were not being satisfied and had a high demand and

a low supply. The idea that the funnel begins with a big gap on intrinsic values is, as

shown in figure 4.3, to an important extent confirmed by Klages’ et al. findings.

4.2.2.1 Fischer’s contribution

Fischer et al (2002) tested the idea of a funnel effect on a sample of 1061 civil

servants in the eastern part of Germany. They made a distinction between extrinsic

and intrinsic values. The results are displayed in figure 4.4. At the left hand side the

intrinsic values are displayed and the extrinsic on the right.
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Figure 4.3 Klages funnel effect (Fischer, Brauns and Belschak p. 191)
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Figure 4.4 Fisher’s findings on the funnel effect (Fischer, Brauns & Belschak 2002 p. 192)
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Fischer found as he stated “an inverted funnel effect”, where the gap is high where

importance is low. Not the intrinsic values but the extrinsic ones show the biggest

gap. In particular we can see that the gap is great in the case of objective career

opportunities.

In both studies from Klages and Fischer (figure 4.3 and 4.4) career

opportunities show a considerable gap between needs and supplies. Looking at his

results in general, Fischer concludes that the lowest gap can be found in intrinsic

values in particular the meaningfulness of work and the independence of work.

According to Fischer intrinsic needs match reality better and show a high fit (Fischer

et al., 2002 p. 182). This in contrast to extrinsic features. Fischer argues from the

attribution theory that people tend to be ‘particularly unsatisfied with those aspects for

which they aren’t’ responsible or are beyond their control (Herzberg, 1959,1966;

Fischer, 1989).

In other words the only subset where there is a gap between demand and

supply is the set of extrinsic values. The generalization of the results is limited to civil

servants in Germany. We are expanding this and want to test this over 8 countries.

We are going to embark on Fischer’s distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic

values and add a third group: the societal/altruistic values. The last set

(societal/altruistic values) have according to Fischer similarities to intrinsic values

because lack of fit cannot be attributed to external circumstances therefore no funnel

effect is expected with this group.

Therefore our first research question will be: Will there be a so-called ‘funnel

effect’ over 8 countries and will the gap between needs and supplies be larger on

extrinsic features as on intrinsic and societal/altruistic values?

4.2.2.2 Funnel and gaps in public service

The research by Fischer et al worked with a sample of civil servants. We have to

realize that in the case of civil servants the preferences and perceived supplies will

be different from people working for private companies. An answer can be found in

the work of Norris (2003).

Norris investigated the needs and supply values of people interested in the

civil service over many countries and contrasted them to people working for private
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companies. One of her conclusions is: “The largest gaps for both the public and

private sectors were in job security, income, interest, and promotion prospects: in all

these areas experience fell well behind how far these were valued. But the gaps

were fairly similar both for people working in government and for business. On other

qualities of work, there was a closer match between expectations and experience,

but the public sector prove especially satisfied in experiencing work that contributed

towards society or helped other people, far more so than the private sector” (Norris,

2003 p. 11).

Therefore our first hypothesis will be :

Hypothesis 1: Among people employed in or interested in the public service the gap

between demand and supply will be smaller when the societal

values: helping other people and contributing to society are

concerned.

4.2.3 Job satisfaction, commitment and fit

If one studies the relationship between fit and commitment one cannot disregard job

satisfaction. A widely used definition of job satisfaction is ‘the affective orientation

that an employee has towards his or her work’ (Price, 2001). Job satisfaction is being

regarded as an important predictor for commitment. The relation between job

satisfaction and commitment is studied frequently. More seldom is the study on the

relation between the combination of satisfaction and importance of certain features,

and organizational commitment.

This is more interesting because job satisfaction on itself does not

differentiate. The reason is the following: “An aspect of all surveys concerning job

satisfaction is the high number of satisfied respondents. Currently and in the past the

high rate of survey studies on satisfaction levels which find a large proportion of

satisfied respondents (ranging from about 60 to 80%) blue collar workers as well as

employees” (Bussing et al., 1999, p. 1000). These results seem to be widespread,

internationally and across industries. As mentioned by Fischer et al. (2002) social

desirable answers can be an important cause for these phenomena. Therefore a
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combination of job satisfaction with the perceived importance of an item is supposed

to give better information.

This is simplified version of the so-called “Zurich model” that could be

reconstructed with different measurements (Fischer & Lück, 1972; Bruggemann et

al., 1975; Neuberger, 1976; Hackman & Oldham, 1975; Fischer & Eufinger, 1991).

The graphical representation is in table 4.1. Basically this model matches job

satisfaction with importance that people attach to the different aspects of the job.

 People with high needs and high satisfaction are labeled as type 1. This

combination comes close to what the Zürich model calls progressive satisfaction;

 People with low needs and high satisfaction are being labeled as type 2. That

comes close to the Zürich model’s typology of resigned satisfaction;

 People with high needs and low satisfaction are being labeled type 3. Zürich

model‘s typology as having non-resigned dissatisfaction;

 People with low demands and low satisfaction are being labeled as type 4. In “the

Zürich model” typology having resigned dissatisfaction.

The difference with the operationalization of Fischer et al is that the satisfaction

measured is in general and does not apply to specific aspect.
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Table 4.1 Typology of satisfaction and importance of job features

Satisfaction

High Low

Im
p
o
rt

a
n
c
e

High Type 1 Type 3

Low Type 2 Type 4

Our second research question will be: Will people with high needs and high

satisfaction will have the higher scores on organizational commitment than people

with low needs and low importance over 8 countries?

4.2.4 Needs –supply fit and commitment

One of the dependent variables is organizational commitment. The most widely

accepted definition of organizational commitment (Tumulty et al., 1995) is that

suggested by Mowday et al. (1979) as ‘the relative strength of an individual’s linkage

to the organization’. The concept of organizational commitment is often taken to refer

to a combination of three different attitudinal elements among employees: a)

identification with the values and goals of the employing organization; b) readiness to

exert effort to help the employing organization succeed; and c) willingness to remain

with the employer (Furåker, 2011; Porter, Mowday & Steers, 1974). Hult (2005)

investigated the effect of supply values on commitment. He reports a strong

correlation between the supply of interesting work and commitment even with control

for job satisfaction (Hult, 2005). The second biggest effect he found was between

supply of independent work and commitment. Interesting work and independent work

are intrinsic values. We expect that needs-supply fit on intrinsic values will have a

stronger effect on organizational commitment than extrinsic and societal/altruistic fit.
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Therefore we hypothesize:

Hypothesis 2: The needs-supply fit of intrinsic values will have a stronger effect on

organizational commitment than the extrinsic or societal fit.

4.2.5 Mediation of job satisfaction

Job satisfaction will, in line with earlier research (Mottaz, 1987), be viewed as a

mediating variable between Needs-Supply fit and commitment. Research showed

that satisfaction and commitment are interrelated (Six & Felfe in Fischer, 2005).

However the issue of the causal order still is an issue of scientific discussion. Does

satisfaction lead to organizational commitment or organizational commitment to

satisfaction?

According to Kahneman (2003) this is a matter of accessibility and intuitive

versus reasonable thinking. In surveys in general and surveys on happiness and

experience in particular it is the intuitive thinking that is particularly referred to (cf the

discussion if living in California makes people happy (Shkade & Kahneman, 1999)).

We expect that satisfaction as a self-evaluation will be more easily accessible to the

cognitive system than an evaluation in terms of commitment. Given this assumption it

is likely that a more distal and complex concept as commitment will explain a part of

the variance of satisfaction. As far a causal order is concerned it can work on two

sides however one has to realize that e.g. people working in coalmines can be very

committed to their profession although there is hardly a coal mine left and their

emotional state of mind would be one of despair. The latter illustrating that the

concept of commitment as a state of mind is much harder accessible than an

emotion as dissatisfaction.

There are more studies about the relation between job satisfaction and

commitment that imply a direction of satisfaction preceding commitment (Currivan,

1999; Meyer et al, 1996; Felfe & Six in Fischer (ed), 2005). Currivan (1999) argues:

”The dominant view in the literature assumes satisfaction causes commitment”

(Lincoln & Kalleberg, 1985, 1990; Mowday et al., 1982; Mueller et al., 1994; Price &

Mueller, 1986; Wallace, 1995). If the position is taken that this is the case one

assumes that the attitudes toward work precede organizational commitment. This
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assumption is also the one that is the basis of this chapter. This raises the question if

job satisfaction mediates the relation between fit and organizational commitment. Tett

& Meier (1993) did not find mediation of job satisfaction confirmed although other

studies (Bluedorn 1982; Iverson, 1992; Lincoln; Lincoln; Mowday; Price & Mueller

1986; Wallace, 1995. Williams (1986) did find mediating effect.

When job satisfaction mediates this implies that there will be a weak or

insignificant relation between fit and commitment when job satisfaction is partialled

out (or controlled).

Hypothesis 3: The effect of fit on commitment will be (partly) mediated by job

satisfaction.

4.2.6 Needs-Supply fit and turnover intentions

In a flexible economy with less job security a certain turnover intention is a necessity.

However a high turnover is regarded as negative on the “HR-scorecard” (Roos et al,

2004). Turnover (or intent to stay) is one of the most widely studied outcomes of both

satisfaction and commitment, based on a connection researchers make between

employee attitudes and behaviors (Currivan, 1999 p. 497). If this applies to

commitment and satisfaction, the question is justified if turnover can also be regarded

as an outcome of a lack of needs-supply fit. In other words. Would a lack of needs-

supplies fit lead to turnover intentions? Cable & DeRue (2002) sought to demonstrate

that different approaches to person-job fit (both needs-supply and demand-abilities),

in addition to person-organization fit, were necessary to properly understand the

relationship of PE fit with various outcomes such as turnover and job satisfaction.

In their meta analysis Kristof Brown et al., showed that needs-supply fit has a

stronger negative effect on intention to quit than demands ability fit. Recently Tak

(Tak 2010) investigated the relation of Person-Job fit ( that encompasses needs

supply fit and demands ability fit) and turnover and turnover intentions. He found a

correlation of -44 between Person Job fit and intention to leave.
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This leads us to the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 4: Needs-Supply fit will reduce the turnover intention.

4.2.7 Union membership

When studying the relationship between trade-union membership and organizational

commitment one has to realize that unions are there to safeguard the interests of

their members and that companies main goals is profit maximizing. These two goals

do not have to be consistent and therefore the relationship between union

membership and organizational commitment depends upon the perception of

“consensual character of the Employment Relations in a country.”

In the study of Mesner-Andolsek et al (2004) trade-union membership was

used as a predictor for organizational commitment in countries with a consensual

system of industrial relations. In their argumentation Mesner-Andolsek and Stebe

follow Reed and McHugh (Reed et al., 1994) who found that there was an average

correlation in all studies of .36 between trade-union commitment and organizational

commitment (Reed et al, 1994 p. 1281). This effect was much stronger in countries

with consensual industrial relations in comparison with countries that have

adversarial or conflicting industrial relations (Mesner-Andolsek & Stebe, 2004). Other

authors also found some evidence for the positive role of the trade-unions (Kim &

Rowley, 2005). For instance Purcell (1954) discovered 73 per cent of employees

(within a sample of 192 union members at a single plant) showed positive attitudes

towards both union and company, while only 11 per cent held negative or neutral

attitudes towards both (Kim & Rowley, 2005). In this regard the role of trade unions is

seen as a predictor of commitment.

Hypothesis 5: Membership in a trade union has a positive influence on

organizational commitment in countries with consensual industrial

relations.
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4.2.8 Family to work conflict and commitment

On the organization front, family to work conflict has been associated with

absenteeism, turnover, reduced performance, and lower organizational commitment

(Boles, Johnson, & Hair, 1997; Bond, Galinsky, & Swanberg, 1998; Kossek & Ozeki,

1998; Thompson, Beauvais, & Lyness, 1999). One possible explanation of the

negative effects of family to work conflict on people’s work attitudes and behaviors is

provided by exchange theory (Homans, 1961; Blau, 1964). It argues that the concept

of commitment is reciprocal. Therefore it is not only the commitment from the

employee to the company that counts but also the perception of employees that the

company is also committed to them.

Built on the principle of reciprocity, exchange theory takes the position that

individuals will “give back” what they perceive to have received (or fail to have

received) from the other party in the relationship. Thus, the greater the family to work

conflict, the greater the possibility that employees conclude that the organization is

not treating them well (by contributing to their experience of family to work conflict).

As a result, individuals may reciprocate their perceived lack of understanding of there

problems by becoming less committed to their employers. The reduction of

commitment may be manifested in various ways, for example, in increased

absenteeism and turnover and reduced effort and performance (Mowday, Porter, &

Steers, 1982; Siegel et al, 2005). Fit is at its turn also related to family to work

conflict. Kreiner (2006) has the following thoughts about this: “The P-E fit tradition,

insufficient supplies represent unfulfilled needs, which creates tension, negative

affect, and conflict (Edwards & Rothbard, 1999). Following the basic tenets of P-E fit

theory, then, and applying it to work-home dynamics, we can say that workplace

supplies of the desired level of segmentation or integration can help ameliorate work

to family conflict.” Therefore we might conclude that the positive effect that needs-

supply fit has on commitment can be reduced by family to work conflict that in itself

represents a lack of fit of desired separation of work and private life. It is likely that

family to work conflict will intervene between fit and commitment. Further we expect

that family to work conflict, as an independent variable will have a negative effect on

organizational commitment.

This means that we expect to find a negative effect of family to work conflict on

commitment and that family to work conflict will be an intermediate variable in the
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relation between needs-supply fit and commitment. Family to work conflict will

therefore be included in the model as an intervening variable and for the direct effect

we hypothesize.

Hypothesis 6 Family to work conflict will have a negative effect on commitment.

4.2.9 Societal fit, commitment and public sector workers

In the section 4.2.2.2 of this chapter we discussed the work of Norris and the different

nature and the gaps in needs and supplies of the public sector workers.

When studying the public sector with regard to work values there is a set of

theories that looks at values from the perspective of the motivation they can form for

public service. A key concept is this regard is the so-called Public Service Motivation

(PSM), Rainey and Steinbauer (1999 p. 23) define it as: ‘a general altruistic

motivation to serve the interests of a community of people, a state, a nation or

humankind’. Moynihan and Pandey (2007) state: “When public administration

scholarship has tested the role of individual values on bureaucratic behavior, it has

often done so in terms of the public service motivation” (PSM) of individuals or has

looked at the attractiveness of organizational values contrasted to task-motivation

and mission motivation (Vandenabeele, Hondeghem, Maesschalck & Depré, 2004). It

was Steijn (2008) who first made the connection of needs supply fit and public

service. He studied the relationship between PSM fit and leaving intention. As has

been argued in chapter 3 besides the extrinsic and intrinsic motivation there is, a

motivation based on altruistic orientations that enable people to orient themselves in

their work effort not on material or growth goals but on goals like: being useful for

society and helping behavior.

The mechanism, according to Steijn, works the following way: a relationship

can be assumed between the fit (or lack of) between the public workers’ PSM and

this need’s satisfaction, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, worker attitudes

and behavioral outcomes. In fact, in a recent study, Moynihan and Pandey (1997 p.

44) indicated the importance of this type of fit by their following remark: ‘Members

who joined the organization with strong commitment to public service may find

increasingly frustrated as time passes, as their hopes to contribute are dashed’.
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Following the argumentation of Lyons et al. the distinction intrinsic, extrinsic and

social/ altruistic work values is important in this respect and the societal/altruistic

values are a good measure for needs that are typical for public service motivation.

Steijn used the item: ”doing work that is useful for society” as an operationalizaion of

PSM. Here he coincides with Norris who used the same item. However she added

helping other people. One of Steijn’s hypotheses was Public Sector Workers whose

needs for PSM are met by their organization will have greater job satisfaction and

lower intention to change job than those whose PSM needs are not met (Steijn, 2008

p. 18). If the argument is correct that it are the “altruistic values” that form the

motivation for public service than the kind of fit that we defined as societal fit in

section 4.3.1 would be a stronger predictor of organizational commitment for public

service employees than for private sector employees.

A second aspect that has subject to research is the relation of public service

and organizational commitment. There is a widely believed assumption that

organizational commitment is lower with those employees who work in the public

sector than their counterparts in private business. Lyons Duxburry and Higgins (2006

p. 10) researched this and found this to be correct. However their study was limited

to a US sample. In this research we can test this idea for a population of European

countries the US and New Zealand. Therefore we hypothesize:

Hypothesis 7: Organizational commitment is lower among those employees who

work in the public sector.

Hypothesis 8: Societal fit is a stronger predictor of organizational commitment for

public service employees than for private sector employees.

4.3 Data, Methodology and measures

4.3.1 Chosen countries, their workplaces and previous research

One of the criteria used when choosing the countries and measures is that of

comparability. In order to give more perspective to the results and make a correct

comparison the choice has been made to use the same datasources that have been

used in previous research. Since Hult (2002, 2005), Andolsek and Stebe (2004) and
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some others used the ISSP data it makes sense to use data from this project. There

are three main studies from the ISSP project on the data of 1997 that are relevant for

the current study.

These are:

“Organizational Commitment and P-E Fit in Six Western Countries” (Hult, 2005).

In which he researched the P-E fit-commitment relation based on the 1997 data).

“Organizational Commitment and conflicting values: the impact of systems of norms

in six western countries” (Hult et al, 2002). In which organizational commitment is

related to norms and values of groups in society that are not compatible with the

technical economic system.

Multinational perspectives on work values and commitment (Andolšek & Štebe,

2004). In which they try to find antecedents for Affective and Continues commitment.

All studies mentioned were based on the 1997 data from ISSP.

Referring to the previous chapter the production regime framework offers

some interesting aspects for comparison. We have four countries with coordinated

market regime characteristics (Norway, Sweden, Germany and the Netherlands) as

well as four with Liberal Market characteristics (the US, New Zealand, the UK and

Ireland). Six from these countries were also in the study of Hult of 2005 which

enables some global comparison with that study.

Therefore the total of countries survey divided into production regimes looks

as follows: Sweden, Norway, Germany, the Netherlands (western Coordinated

Market Regimes that are skill oriented), Great Britain, New Zealand and the United

States and Ireland (Liberal Market Regimes that are rule oriented). These countries

were selected for two reasons.

They are all western industrialized countries this implicates that in most cases

differences have to be understood and interpreted in nuances rather than as sharp

contrasts. Their cultural differences are not problematically difficult to deal with when

interpreting the way questions could be conceptualized and answered.

Despite all similarities, the countries still display some interesting differences.

New Zealand and the US are non-European countries, which among other things
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indicate a different institutional surrounding on work and workplaces. It are these

differences in particular that we are dealing with in this chapter.

4.3.2 Data, Methodology and measures

In chapter 1 there was a comprehensive and motivated choice for the ISSP data of

2005.

In this part there will be a closer look on the measurement of funnel effect,

Organizational Commitment, Needs-Supply fit and bad conditions. Other

operationalizations can be found in the Appendices.

4.3.2.1 Funnel effect

In research question 1 the issue of the funnel effect was raised. When a funnel is the

subject one has to realize that the order of the categories and the order of the items

are very important. Hence one could make a funnel of every data when the order of

issues and options were arbitrary. Therefore we need objective criteria. Both Klages

and Fischer used Maslow. First they mentioned extrinsic and followed by intrinsic

because intrinsic features are higher on the Maslow hierarchy than extrinsic ones.

We had a third category in the societal/altruistic values. We argued in a previous

section that the societal/altruistic values were transcending the individual level and

therefore they should be ordered last. So we have the category order: extrinsic,

intrinsic and societal/altruistic. The items in each category are ordered by the factor

loadings of the factor analysis that will be displayed in Table 4.6.

4.3.2.2 Commitment and needs-supply fit

We conducted the operationalization of commitment and fit in four steps:

Step 1. Commitment.

On basis of the 2005 ISSP questionnaire a measure for Organizational Commitment

was created. Theoretical background was the so called “Porter scale” (1974). This

scale is widely used in behavioral sciences and has good psychometric properties
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(Jamal & Badawi, 1995). According to Furåker (2011) there are three elements that

count. Those are:

 I am proud to be working for my firm or organization;

 I am willing to work harder than I have to in order to help the firm or organization I

work for succeed;

 I would turn down another job that offered quite a bit more pay in order to stay

with this organization.

We recoded the questions so that each item can vary between (0) strongly disagree

and (4) strongly agree with the statement. Organizational commitment is a sum of

these three items, which as an index can vary between 0 and 12. In order to increase

interpretability, the index is divided by its maximum value and multiplied by 100 (Hult,

2005).

Step 2. Needs-supply fit.

For this operationalization we broadly follow the operationalization that was

conducted by Hult (2005) for his study. As indicated in this chapter there is a

distinction made between intrinsic, values, extrinsic values and societal values (see

table 4.2).

Table 4.2 Values as asked related to extrinsic, intrinsic and societal

Values as asked in ISSP Extrinsic Intrinsic Societal

V11 Job security X

V12 High income X

V13 Good opportunities for advancement X

V14 Interestingwork X

V15 Independent work X

V16 Being able to help other people X

V17 Being useful for society X

Each of these items was asked twice:
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In the first 7 questions about these subjects the question was asked how important

they were for the respondents personally.

In a second round exactly the same items were asked but the question was asked to

what extent the respondent’s job met these criteria. So for example v11 was phrased:

My job is secure.

So there are going to be three categories: Extrinsic (with questions about job

security, high pay (V11-V13), Intrinsic with questions about interesting work and

independent work V14 and V15) and Societal with questions on being useful for

society and being able to help other people (V16 and V17).

To confirm this threefold categorization a factor analysis will be conducted.

When it comes to needs; the items in table 4.2 initially vary between (1) very

important, (2) important, (3) neither important nor unimportant, (4) not particularly

important and (5) not important at all. When it comes to the supplies respondents

could agree or disagree if the item was present in their current working situation and

had the choice between (1) strongly agree, (2) agree, (3) neither agree nor disagree,

(4) disagree and (5) strongly disagree (regarding whether the feature is supplied).

We recoded both supply and demand into 3 categories; high, medium and low,

putting together strongly agree and agree, becoming high neither agree or disagree

becoming medium and disagree and strongly disagree becoming low.

Step 3. Fit.

In this step again we follow the operationalization of Hult (2005). Basically when need

and supply were the same (important/important) there was a perfect fit. When needs

were lower than supply there was oversupply, when the needs were higher than the

supplies there is undersupply. Because fit was measured on three levels there are

three kinds of perfect fit.

When connecting demand and supply, the different types of perfect fit (high,

medium and low) were obvious. ‘Under-supplied’ was coded so that medium and low

supply are conceived as under-supply in combination with high need, and low supply

is conceived as under-supply in combination with medium need. In all other cases

there is either undersupply (combinations high need and low supply) or oversupply

combinations (higher supply and lower need).
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Step 4. Reducing the forms of fit.

The measure of fit will be reduced to fit-undersupply and oversupply-undersupply

implying that in the subsequent regression analyses undersupply is the reference

category.

4.3.2.3 Turnover intentions

The dependent variable: “Turnover intention” was operationalized in the same way as

in the study of Sousa-Poza and Henneberger (2003) and was based on the following

question: “All in all, how likely is it that you will try to find a job with another firm or

organization within the next 12 months.” Four possible responses were: “very likely”,

“likely”, “unlikely” and “very unlikely. ”

4.3.2.4 Other operationalizations

Typology of four types similar to Bruggeman

The operationalization of this typology has been described in section 4.2.3. of this

chapter.

Bad working conditions:

This operationalization was derived from Andolsek and Stebe(2004) and was

composed of the following items:

How often:

. . . do you come home from work exhausted?

Always [1], Often [2], Sometimes [3], Hardly ever [4], Never [5]

+

. . . do you have to do hard physical work?

Always [1], Often [2], Sometimes [3], Hardly ever [4], Never [5]

+

. . . do you work in dangerous conditions?

Always [1], Often [2], Sometimes [3], Hardly ever [4], Never [5]

The maximum score is 15. In order to increase interpretability; the index is divided by

its maximum value and multiplied by 100.
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The measurement of the other variables is illustrated in appendix 4.A.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Overall description

The results on country differences in organizational commitment are shown in table

4.3. Working from the 1997 data base Hult (2005) found the highest scores on

commitment in the United States and the lowest in Sweden.

In our research based on the 2005 data we find the highest score of the US

and the lowest for Sweden. The USA are followed very closely by Ireland with some

distance by Germany New Zealand and Britain. Because New Zealand was in the

Hult study as well one could conclude that organizational commitment in New

Zealand dropped. Also the conclusion can be drawn that it stabilized in the US.

Trying to explain these scores we have to rely on the institutional

characteristics of countries. Where Hult thought it might have been the skill

orientation of the Coordinated Market Economies with as typical representatives the

Scandinavian countries that fostered organizational commitment and the rule

orientation of the Liberal Market Regimes showing less commitment. Results of this

study indicate that it appears to be just the other way around with one exception

Germany. We will discuss this in the last part of this chapter. This is confirmed by

analyzing Ireland that can be regarded as a Liberal Market Economy (Soskice,

2005). Further a comment has to be made about the methodology. The results in

table 4.3 seem to be quite self evident however to see if there are real international

differences one has to conduct a Tukey test as has been done in table 4.5.

Table 4.3 Score on organizational commitment

US GB NZ GW GE NW SE NL IRL

Organizational commitment (means) 66.60 59.20 60.70 60.30 60.50 58.70 50.80 58.20 65.30

Standard deviation 20.40 18.60 19.10 18.60 19.10 18.70 18.90 17.40 20.67

Cronbach’s alpha .69 .69 .72 .65 .62 .64 .66 .65 .70

N 1007 453 831 279 536 941 771 555 539
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Table 4.4 Tukey test on means of Organizational commitment in the United States, Great Britain,
New Zealand, Germany, Norway, Sweden, the Netherlands and Ireland

Country N Subset

1 2 3

SE 765 50.83

NL 549 58.12

NO 931 58.67

GB 453 59.23

GE 277 60.26

GW 536 60.61

NZ 818 60.81

IE 501 65.42

US 1005 66.58

Sig. 1.00 .64 .98

The Tukey test shows that countries can be divided in 3 clusters. First of all Sweden

with the commitment of around 50%, secondly a group of 5 countries with a

commitment between 58 and 60 percent (Norway, Great Britain Germany and New

Zealand). The highest commitment scores can be found under cluster three where

Ireland and the US scores of 65% and 66% can be found. With regard to the theory

this distinction does not coincide with the Anglo-Saxon and Rhineland distinction.

However the only country from the Anglo-Saxon block that does not score in line with

the theory is Great Britain.

The score of Sweden (table 4.4) can be regarded as an outlier. It shows an

extreme low value for organizational commitment. If we have a closer look at this

result the Swedes have a significant lower score on two of the three items that are:

willingness to work harder than necessary and willingness to stay with the company

despite a slightly more pay elsewhere. For both items the Tukey test showed

Sweden as a separate cluster. These findings confirm earlier research by Svallfors

and Hult (Svallfors & Hult, 2003 p. 322) One might conclude that perhaps the

Swedes experience submission to organizational goals as inappropriate.

4.4.2 Funnel effect and gaps

The work values can be divided into three categories. Table 4.6 depicts an

explanation of the structure of the values and their division into three facets.
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Table 4.5 Dimensions of Work Features in the United States, Great Britain, New Zealand,
Germany, Norway and Sweden, the Netherlands and Ireland

Factor Societal Extrinsic Intrinsic

Job security .23 .69** -.17

High income -.08 .80** .15

Good advancement .14 .69** .29

Interesting work .14 .13 .78**

Independent work .15 .04 .79**

Being able to help other people .87** .07 .20

Being useful to society .88** .12 .12

Eigenvalue R2 (%) 2.77 1.20 .87

Principal components analysis (varimax rotation). Factor loadings (>0.4 bold)

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 

In the research, question one, the issues of the funnel effect and the gaps was

raised. Klages hypothesized and found an effect that where the demand was high

(especially on intrinsic values) the supply was low. Fischer found just the opposite

pattern (big demand, big supply) and did notice a considerable gap only for extrinsic

values.

As has been mentioned earlier (paragraph 4.3.2.1 Funnel effect) the order of

the items is first extrinsic (high income, opportunities for advancement, job security).

After the extrinsic items the intrinsic are mentioned, with the same criteria. The

societal/altruistic items are listed last because self transcendence and altruism

compared to intrinsic are of a higher order. Figure 4.5 shows the results.
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Figure 4.5 Supply and demand in 8 countries in the current research

It is clear that there is no funnel effect, in the sense of Klages, visible in these results.

However the findings of Fischer are being confirmed. This means that the extrinsic

job features show the biggest gap between need and supply and that the intrinsic

demands show a good fit to reality.

The biggest gaps are shown in the questions about income and opportunities

for advancement. Also on the item of job security there is a considerable gap

between need and supply. The job security aspect shows to be important for people

(demand >4) therefore the funnel effect particularly applies to this aspect. The items

of a more intrinsic or societal nature have no or a much lesser gap. Concluding one

could say extrinsic items show the biggest gap. This confirms both Fischer’s and

Klages’ findings. The difference is that there is less of a gap with the item of

independence and of the work being useful for society (Klages). In the Klages study

and in the current one the gap between supply and demand of interesting work is

visible. For fit this means that a high extent of fit is hard to achieve in extrinsic values

and much easier when intrinsic values are concerned. One could argue that fit, in

particular in the extrinsic items, would result in a higher commitment. An answer to

this shall be provided in section 4.4.4.
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In hypothesis 1 it was expected that people employed in or interested in public

service perceived less of a gap in “societal values”: helping other people and

contribute to society. The results are shown in figures 4.6 and 4.7.

Figure 4.6 Funnel and gaps in private sector

Figure 4.7 Gap and funnel in public sector
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Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show an interesting picture. Figure 4.6 for private companies

employees resembles the total line shown in figure 4.5. The interesting differences

are shown in figure 4.7. When we look at figure 4.7, where the societal/altruistic items

are concerned, we see the supply line being above the demand line (in fact an

inverted funnel) while in figure 4.6 for private companies this was the other way

around. This basically confirm the findings of Norris, who with her research in a great

number of countries, found that concerning the items: “job that is useful for society”

and “a job that enables you to help other people.” The actual supplies(job

experiences) exceeded the demands (Norris 2003 page 16) In the current research

with a smaller range of comparable countries (excluding the Asian and central

European countries) the same pattern is shown. Another interesting difference is on

the item of having an interesting job the gap between demand and supply is

significantly smaller in the case of the public sector employees. Therefore the main

differences in public and private employees lies in the societal items and the item of

having an interesting job.

4.4.3 Simplified Bruggemann typology and commitment

Tables 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 display the results for research question 2: Will people with

high needs and high satisfaction will have the higher scores on organizational

commitment than people with low needs and low importance over 8 countries?

Results are shown in table 4.6.

Table 4.6 Means for commitment for four types of job satisfaction on extrinsic work values in 8
countries

Commitment N

Type 1 72.14 644

Type 2 69.49 1709

Type 3 52.63 693

Type 4 51.09 2025

P value= .00 Eta= .47

We conducted a Sheffe test on types 1 and 2 as well as 3 and 4 showed a significant

difference between types 1 and 2 but no significant difference between 3 and 4.
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The pattern of the results is very similar for the three types of work values. The

biggest differences are those between satisfaction and dissatisfaction. Type 1

satisfaction scores higher on commitment than type 2 satisfaction. Type 3

satisfaction scores higher on commitment than type 4 satisfaction. Only Sweden

shows a different pattern for all three kinds of values and that is that type 4

satisfaction scores higher than type 3 satisfaction.

Table 4.7 Means for commitment for four types of job satisfaction on intrinsic work values in 8
countries

Commitment N

Type 1 71.80 1593

Type 2 67.43 956

Type 3 53.08 1543

Type 4 51.03 430

P value= .00 Eta= .47

A Sheffe test was conducted and showed that the differences between type 1 and 2

as well as type 3 and type 4 were all significant.

Table 4.8 Means for commitment for four types of job satisfaction on societal work values in 8
countries

Commitment N

Type 1 73.90 969

Type 2 67.89 956

Type 3 54.99 844

Type 4 50.90 2025

P value= .00 Eta= .48

A Sheffe test showed that the types 1 and 2 and 3 and 4 differ significantly.

In general one could argue that the subdivisions in types of satisfaction combined

with importance leads to differences in commitment where high importance and high

satisfaction in all types of fit lead to higher commitment. Therefore research question

2 is answered. Only extrinsic fit with low satisfaction does not lead to significant

differences in commitment. In general one could argue that commitment is primarily

being influenced by satisfaction and secondarily by the strength of people's needs.
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4.4.4 Fit in all countries

Table 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11 show the effect of all kinds of fit on commitment. The means

of commitment differ significantly for each form of fit.

Table 4.9 Means for commitment for extrinsic fit for 8 countries

Commitment N

Oversupply 68.50 208

Perfect fit high 78.31 108

Perfect fit medium 66.28 716

Perfect fit low 58.22 687

Undersupply 52.25 2994

P value= .00 Eta= .24

Table 4.10 Means for commitment for intrinsic fit for 8 countries

Commitment N

Oversupply 64.36 595

Perfect fit high 70.51 1349

Perfect fit medium 60.62 885

Perfect fit low 48.95 311

Undersupplied 54.02 2016

P value =.00 Eta=.37

Table 4.11 Means for commitment for societal fit for 8 countries

Commitment N

Oversupply 60.03 881

Perfect fit high 68.36 989

Perfect fit medium 60.32 881

Perfect fit low 55.45 1167

Undersupplied 57.82 1321

P value = .00 Eta = .22

The tables 4.12 and 4.13 show regressions for commitment on 3 types of fit and

thereby hypothesis 2 is answered. There is a clear tendency that perfect fit high has

the strongest effect on organizational commitment even more than oversupply. One

fundamental comment on these tables has to be made. It is remarkable that even

with undersupply or low fit the commitment scores for every kind of fit, except for

intrinsic fit low exceeds the 50% border. This seems a particular finding. How can it
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be that even with self reported undersupply people still show a substantial

organizational commitment? Therefore we have to evaluate this result in the light of

earlier research (Fischer et al., 2002). Fischer notices that either cognitive self

healing took place (in which the needs are being adapted to the reality) or that the

intrinsic values proof themselves (contrary to Klages’ findings) to have a good fit

between need and supply. Results of the current study (given the high N for intrinsic

perfect fit) seem to corroborate this finding. A perfect fit high is much more seldom

when societal and extrinsic values are concerned.

Concerning hypothesis 1 which assumed a stronger relation of intrinsic fit on

commitment than other kinds of fit Table 4.12. Provides some answers.

Table 4.12 Scores for 3 kinds of fit for 8 countries with organizational commitment as an dependent
variable Model I

Constant 53.04

Intrinsic perfect fit high .29**

Intrinsic perfect medium .12**

Intrinsic perfect fit low -.04**

Intrinsic Oversupply .14**

Extrinsic perfect fit high .11**

Extrinsic perfect fit medium .15**

Extrinsic perfect fit low .01

Extrinsic oversupply .08**

Societal/altruistic perfect fit high .05**

Societal/altruistic perfect fit medium .01

Societal/altruistic perfect fit low -.07**

Societal/altruistic oversupply -.01

Adj. R. square .07

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 
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Table 4.13 Scores for 3 kinds of fit for 8 countries with organizational commitment as an dependent
variable including intermediate variables

Constant 81.67

Intrinsic perfect fit high .13**

Intrinsic perfect medium .04**

Intrinsic perfect fit low -.01

Intrinsic Oversupply .05**

Extrinsic perfect fit high .06**

Extrinsic perfect fit medium .07**

Extrinsic perfect fit low .00

Extrinsic oversupply .04**

Societal/altruistic perfect fit high .04**

Societal/altruistic perfect fit medium .00

Societal/altruistic perfect fit low -.04**

Societal/altruistic oversupply -.00

Trade-union membership -.09**

Sex .02

Age .06

Bad conditions .01

Job satisfaction .36**

Relations with management .21**

Family to work conflict -.06**

Adj R Squared .39

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 

The results in table 4.12 show a positive effect of perfect fit high and medium for all

kinds of fit. The intrinsic fit high has the greatest effect on commitment and perfect fit

low has no or sometimes a negative effect (intrinsic and societal). We see a mixed

picture with perfect fit medium. As extrinsic fit is concerned, the fit on a medium level

has a relatively strong effect.

Looking at table 4.13 and comparing the results to the ones in Table 4.12 we

can see a diminishing effect of fit on all levels and significant effects of the controls

especially job satisfaction.

As mentioned because of the low N a breakdown in countries is not possible

however a breakdown into two clusters of countries, Liberal and Coordinated Market

Economies, is possible. This reveals some differences Results are shown in the table

below.
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Table 4.14 Commitment regressed on types of fit with standardized betas for Liberal Market
Economies and Coordinated Market Economies

LME CME

Constant
55.91 49.12

Intrinsic perfect fit high .26** .34**

Intrinsic perfect medium .16** .09**

Intrinsic perfect fit low -.07** -.02

Intrinsic Oversupply .11** .16**

Extrinsic perfect fit high .12** .07**

Extrinsic perfect fit medium .16** .14**

Extrinsic perfect fit low .02 .03

Extrinsic oversupply .08** .07**

Societal/altruistic perfect fit high .08** .00

Societal/altruistic perfect fit medium -.02 .04

Societal/altruistic perfect fit low .06** -.01

Societal/altruistic oversupply -.00 -.00

Adj. R. square .15 .17

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 

This analysis gives useful additional information of which the most important is that

societal perfect fit high is only a relevant predictor for commitment in Liberal Market

Economies and that extrinsic fit high has a higher effect in LMEs than in CMEs.

Intrinsic perfect fit high is important in both regimes however it looks as if it is more

important in CMEs. When controls were added the differences between CMEs and

LMEs remained the same. Extrinsic fit high was still having a significant effect in this

equation. The relation between management and employees had a bigger effect on

commitment in the Liberal Market Economies.

The same pattern of results were shown with intention to leave as dependent

variable. However in that case there was no effect in case of perfect fit low.

In the rest of the study there will be no differentiation between high, medium,

and low fit but just fit. The reasons are of a theoretical and a practical nature.

Literature on the relation fit and commitment does not differentiate on levels of fit in
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with respect to relation between fit and commitment. The more practical reason is

that one of the purposes of this study is to show differences between countries.

When splitting fit into high, medium, and low one gets cell frequencies below 5

for many countries (especially as extrinsic fit is concerned Norway the Netherlands

East Germany and Sweden end up with frequencies from 1 to 4 in extrinsic fit high).

When intrinsic fit is concerned it is intrinsic fit low that gives unsatisfying cell

frequencies. For these reasons it is decided in this study to use an overall measure

of fit with low medium and high fit.

When combining perfect fit high medium and low it has to be mentioned one

loses detailed information, when intrinsic fit is concerned it also gives a little bias. In

some countries perfect fit low scores lower than undersupply. Given the comment

above that the group intrinsic fit low is the smallest the risk of this bias is limited. One

could rather say that when combining this into one group the scores give a

conservative estimate for the bigger effect when it was not combined. Therefore in

the rest of the study there will be two dichotomous measures. One is fit compared to

undersupply, the other will be oversupply compared to undersupply. So the effects of

fit and oversupply will be put into perspective to compare them with undersupply and

this difference will be related to other background variables.

4.4.5 Job satisfaction mediating between fit and commitment.

Hypothesis 3 assumes a mediating effect of job satisfaction on the relation between

extrinsic and intrinsic fit and commitment. Societal fit is not reported here because

any effect was hardly found. Therefore mediation will be reported for two kinds of fit.

What is mediation? Baron and Kenny argue as follows (website November 15, 2009

p. 1):
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Box 4.1

“Consider a variable X that is assumed to affect another variable Y. The variable X is called the initial

variable and the variable that it causes or Y is called the outcome’’. In diagrammatic form, the

unmediated model is illustrated in figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8 Initial versus outcome

“The effect of X on Y may be mediated by a process or mediating variable M, and the variable X may

still affect Y. Path c is called the total effect. The mediated model is illustrated in figure 7 (Baron and

Kenny, 1986).

Purpose of this approach are research questions that seek to better understand how some antecedent

(X) variable influences some criterion (Y) variable, as transmitted through some mediating (M)

variable. In this sense, mediators are explanatory variables that provide substantive interpretations of

the underlying nature of an X/Y relationship (Mathieu & Taylor, 2006).

The effect of X on Y may be mediated by a process or mediating variable M, and the variable X may

still affect Y. Path c is called the total effect. The mediated model is illustrated in figure 7 Where path a

symbolizes the relation between fit and satisfaction and path b the relation of satisfaction with

commitment. C symbolizes the direct relation between fit and commitment Purpose of this approach

are research questions that seek to better understand how some antecedent (X) variable influences

some criterion (Y) variable, as transmitted through some mediating (M) variable. In this sense,

mediators are explanatory variables that provide substantive interpretations of the underlying nature of

an X/Y relationship (Mathieu & Taylor, 2006).

Figure 4.9 The mediation model

‘’Path c' is called the direct effect. The mediator has been called an intervening or process variable.

Complete mediation is the case in which variable X no longer affects Y after M has been controlled

and so path c' is zero. Partial mediation is the case in which the path from X to Y is reduced in

absolute size but is still different from zero when the mediator is controlled” (Kenny, D., website

http://davidakenny.net/cm/mediate.htm, November 15, 2009).
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To get a correct assessment of the mediation and its strength it we conducted a

mediating regression. The mediated regressions approach followed the guidelines as

outlined by Baron and Kenney (1986). Their analyses require three separate

equations needing to be estimated.

The first equation involves regressing the mediator variable on the predictor variable.

M-X

The second equation entails regressing the criterion variable on the mediator

variable.

Y-M

Finally, the third equation involves regressing the criterion variable concurrently onto

the predictor variable and the mediator variable.

Y-XM

Furthermore, Baron and Kenny (1986) outline four conditions that have to be met:

Condition 1. The antecedent/predictor variable must be significantly related to the

mediator.

Condition 2. The antecedent/predictor variable must be significantly related to the

criterion variable.

Condition 3. The mediator variable must be significantly related to the criterion

variable.

Condition 4. The effect of the predictor variable must be less in equation three

than in equation two.

“Full mediation is achieved when the predictor variable influences the criterion

through the mediator. In terms of the regression equation, the beta weight for the

predictor is significant in equation two but non-significant in equation three when the

mediator is controlled for. Partial mediation is achieved when the predictor variable

influences the criterion variable through the mediator indirectly and directly.” Baron

and Kenny (1986 p. 1176) argue that partial mediation warrants a conclusion of a
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mediation effect as it is unrealistic to eliminate the relationship between the predictor

variable and the criterion variable totally.

Our hypothesis 3 stated that job satisfaction will mediate the relationship

between (intrinsic and extrinsic) fit and organizational commitment. The measure

used here is job satisfaction (without the Bruggemann typology because a

combination with needs would be incorrect because needs are a constituting part of

fit).

Tables 4.15 and 4.16 present the findings from the three regression equations

testing this hypothesis for Germany West. In the first equation, job satisfaction (the

mediator), was regressed on (extrinsic) fit undersupply (the predictor) and a

significant relation was found. In equation two organizational commitment (the

criterion), was regressed on extrinsic fit undersupply and their relationship was found

to be significant. In the third equation, there was still a significant relation between

extrinsic fit-undersupply and organizational commitment although the beta was

smaller than in equation 2. Hence, three out of four Baron and Kenny’s (1986)

conditions were met indicating a partial mediation. A Sobel test indicated that the

partial mediation was significant.

Table 4.15 Mediating regression equation testing the mediation of job satisfaction in the relation
between extrinsic fit-undersupply and organizational commitment Germany West

Eq Criterion Predictor Beta T Adj. R Square F df

1 Job satisfaction (mediator) Extrinsic Fit Undersupply* .18 3.89** .00 15.15** 1

2 Organizational commitment Extrinsic Fit Undersupply* .19 3.89** .03 15.12** 1

3 Organizational commitment Extrinsic Fit Undersupply* .01 2.09** .19 69.66 2

Job satisfaction .41 9.04**

Sobel Z= 2.92 and P-value = 0,00

Sobel Z= 3.20 and P-value = .00

*Fit_undersuplly means that undersupply is used as a reference category.

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 
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Table 4.16 Mediating regression equation testing the mediation of job satisfaction in the relation
between intrinsic fit-undersupply and organizational commitment Germany West

Eq Criterion Predictor Beta T Adj. R Square F df

1 Jobsatisfaction Intrinsic Fit Undersupply .23 5.83** .06 34.61** 1

2 Organizational commitment Intrinsic Fit Undersupply .22 4.95** .05 24.05** 1

3 Organizational commitment Intrinsic Fit Undersupply .12 10.88** .22 69.67 2

Job satisfaction .44

Sobel Z= 3.73 and P-value = .00

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 

In Table 4.16 for intrinsic fit-undersupply, the same procedure was followed. In the

first equation, job satisfaction (the mediator), was regressed on intrinsic fit-

undersupply (the predictor) and a significant relation was found. In equation two

Organizational commitment (the criterion), was regressed on intrinsic fit-undersupply

and their relationship was also found to be significant.

In equation three, organizational commitment was regressed simultaneously

on intrinsic fit undersupply and job satisfaction. The relationship between

organizational commitment and intrinsic fit-undersupply still was significant but the

beta was less than in equation two. The relationship between organizational

commitment and job satisfaction was significant.

Hence, here out of four of Baron & Kenny’s (1986) three conditions are met,

indicating a partial mediation was demonstrated. So hypothesis 3 was supported. A

Sobel test was performed indicating a significant mediation effect. So in Germany

West job satisfaction partly mediates the relation between intrinsic fit-undersupply

and organizational commitment as well as extrinsic fit and commitment. The results

of all other countries are shown in Appendix 4.B. In Table 4.17 the overall results for

all countries are summarized.
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Table 4.17 Overall results mediation of job satisfaction

Mediating effect job satisfaction on: No mediation Partial mediation Full mediation

Relation extrinsic fit_undersupply and commitment Germany East Germany West

Great Britain

USA

Norway

Sweden

New Zealand

The Netherlands

Ireland

Relations intrinsic fit_undersupply and commitment Germany West

Germany East

USA

Ireland

The Netherlands

Norway

Sweden

Great Britain

New Zealand

Given these results the hypothesis 2 is confirmed with the exception of the Eastern

part of Germany. In the case of Eastern Germany we have to keep in mind that the

situation in Eastern Germany was and still is one of a region in progress where

needs-supply fit is regarded as being one of relative deprivation compared to the

western part of the country.

4.4.6 The effects of fit on turnover intention (hypothesis 4)

In hypothesis 4 of this study the position is taken that turnover (intention) is regarded

as a behavioral consequence of (lack of) needs-supply fit on the one hand or lack of

commitment on the other. The possibility that turnover intention can be regarded as a

behavioral consequence of both has also be taken into account:

In order to get an assessment of the strength of mediating variables we are going to

conduct stepwise regression with in the first step only the fit variables (answering

hypothesis 4) and the second step demographic characteristics and last other

intervening variables like commitment.

 Model 1 contains all variables from box 1 of figure 4.1 and will test hypothesis 4 in

a strict way;
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 In model 2 the elements of box 3 of the explanatory model (the personal

characteristics) are added; to see if they intermediate in the relationship

 In model 3, (the full model) all intermediating variables like job satisfaction,

commitment and family to work conflict are added.

In model 1 we can distinguish the direct effect of the different kinds of fit with turnover

intention. In table 4.18 we see effects for Sweden, Great Britain and New Zealand for

extrinsic fit_undersupply. Extrinsic oversupply_undersupply is relevant for Great

Britain, the US and Sweden. When the effect of intrinsic fit_undersupply is

concerned, high scores for Germany East, the US, the Netherlands and Norway are

shown. The Eastern part of Germany and the Netherlands show an effect of intrinsic

oversupply_undersupply on low turnover. Intrinsic fit and intrinsic

oversupply_undersupply reduce turnover in almost every country although the effects

are moderate.

Table 4.18 Scores for standardized betas for 8 countries with low turnover intention as the
dependent variable (Model 1)

Country US GB NZ GW GE NW SE NL IRL

Constant 2.56 2.64 2.62 2.93 3.05 2.54 2.68 2.45 3.02

Extrinsic fit_undersupply .12** .12** .12** .10 .04 .01** .14** .11** .05

Extrinsic Oversupply_Undersupply .10** .17** .04 .08 .03 -.02 .12** .10 .06

Intrinsic fit_Undersupply .20** .17** .17** .12 .29** .19** .14** .19** .05

Intrinsic Oversupply_Undersupply .14** .17** .13** .07 .28** .18** .04 .19** .02

Societal fit _undersupply .04 .02 .01 .10 -.03 .07 .56 .11 .10

Societal oversupply_Undersupply .01 .00 .02 .10 .02 .04 .03 .08 .05

Adj R squared .06 .06 .03 .03 .07 .06 .05 .08 .01

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 

From Table 4.18 we can conclude that both intrinsic and extrinsic fit have a positive

effect on turnover in almost every country except for Germany where only intrinsic fit

has an effect in the Eastern part of the country. For societal fit there is no effect.

Therefore hypothesis 4 has to be rejected.

In model 2 we added trade-union membership, sex age and bad working

conditions (Box 2 of the explanatory model) as explanatory variables. As expected
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age is the most important element here. Research has consistently shown that age is

negatively correlated with turnover (Moynihan & Pandey, 2008) (see table 4.19). The

values of the beta’s for fits are comparable to model 1.and show no dramatic

changes.

Table 4.19 Scores for standardized betas for 8 countries with low turnover intention as an
dependent variable (Model 2)

Country US GB NZ GW GE NW SE NL IRL

Constant 1.59 1.99 1.55 1.80 2.21 1.09 2.18 1.75 2.14

Extrinsic Fit_undersupply .11** .12** .09** .06 .08 .10** .13** .12** .06

ExtrinsicOversupply _Undersupply .10** .18** .02 .06 .04 -.03 .07 .10** .04

Intrinsc fit-Undersupply .17** .16** .13** .12** .22** .18** .11** .16** .05

Intrinsic oversupply_Undersupply .14** .11 .12** .08 .26** .17** .07 .18** .00

Societal fit_undersupply .00 .09 .02 .12** .01 .05 .03 .12** .07

Soceital oversupply_undersupply .03 .00 .00 .09 .04 .01 .-01 .18 .08

Trade-union membership .09** .05 .05 -.13** -.01 -.11** .05 .08 .08

Sex .02 -.05 .07 .06 .08 .02 .02 .02 .09

Age .28** .24** .18** .25** .29** .30** .36** .27** .20**

Bad conditions .06 .06 -.7 .01 -.17** .03 -.11** -.01 .01

Adj R squared .28 .12 .07 .10 .4 .19 .20 .15 .04

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 

In model 3 the variables of relations with management job satisfaction commitment

and work family conflict were added. It is not so much the relation with management

as well the job satisfaction and commitment that is a deciding factor for turnover

intentions. Fit loses importance as an explanatory factor. Except of extrinsic fit or

oversupply for the US, and Sweden and intrinsic fit or oversupply for the US and

Germany East and Sweden. The Netherlands and Germany show a relation between

societal fit-undersupply and a low leaving intention. If we look at the explanatory

power of the model represented in the adjusted R square scores we can see that it is

the lowest in Ireland and New Zealand and that the Scandinavian countries, Great

Britain and the Netherlands have score of 30% to 35% variance explained.

Tables 4.18, 4.19 and 4.20 show that the hypothesis 4 can reluctantly be

accepted. The more controls are added the weaker the beta s get. We can also draw

some further conclusions These are: The older one gets the more likely one stays

with the company. The more satisfied one is the less one is likely to leave; in the
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Netherlands this relation is the strongest. In Norway an oversupply in extrinsic

features has a negative effect on low turnover intentions (more turnover in case of

oversupply). Extrinsic fit has positive effect on low turnover in Sweden in the final

model where all other variables are entered. Intrinsic fit works positive on low

turnover in all countries except for Ireland. The more committed one is the lesser the

turnover intention gets. In most countries trade-union membership or former affiliation

has a negative effect on low turnover, in other words trade-union members are more

likely to leave than non-members. If we look at the relation with the managers this

reduces turnover intentions for Germany and Ireland only. For the rest of the

countries researched good relations with management has no effect on turnover

intentions.

Table 4. 20 Scores for standardized betas for 8 countries with low turnover intention as the
dependent variable (Model 3)

Country US GB NZ GW GE NW SE NL IRL

Constant 1.59 1.99 1.83 2.23 2.35 2.50 1.69 3.08 2.68

Extrinsic Fit_Undersupply .05 .02 .03 .01 .07 .06 .11** .05 .00

Extrinsic Oversupply_undersupply .07** .06 .03 .04 .09 -.08** .02 .08 .00

Intrinsic fit_Undersupply .11** .05 .04 -.03 .07 .01 .18** .06 -.03

Intrinsic Oversupply_undersupply .10** .04 .06 .00 .18** .08 .01 .10** .04

Societal fit_Undersupply .04 .06 .03 .13** .03 .03 .009 .11** .04

Societal Oversupply_Undersupply .05 .03 .02 .12 .02 .01 .040 .08 .04

Trade-union membership -.14** -.10** .01 -.11** -.03 -.10** -.07** .06 -.13**

Sex -.01 .09 .05 .10** .12** .02 .01 .07 -.10**

Age .22** .16** .12** .26** .27** .26** .30** .25** .15**

Bad conditions .03 .02 -.08 .08 .17** .07 .06 -.08 .06

Job satisfaction .26** .33** .28** .14** .28** .32** .26** .43** .16**

Relations with management .06 .01 .05 .24** .17** .04 .04 .04 .14**

Commitment .19** .25** .23** .14** .20** .20** .18** .04 .15**

Family to work conflict -.02 -.07 .-01 .-09 -.04 .05 .00 .06 .01

Adj R squared .29 .33 .21 .23 .27 .38 .35 .32 .14

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 

4.4.7 Trade-union membership and commitment

In our hypothesis 5 we expected that trade-union membership would positively

related to organizational commitment in countries with consensual industrial

relations. In table 4.21 we see a negative effect for New Zealand, Sweden, the
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Netherlands and Ireland. Therefore we have to reject the hypothesis. In the final

model it will be shown that when adding other explanatory variables, the effect of

trade-union membership will become insignificant.

Table 4.21 Means of organizational commitment are compared for trade-union members and non-
members United States, Great Britain, New Zealand, Germany, Norway, Sweden, the
Netherlands and Ireland

US GB NZ GW GE NW SE NL IRL

Organizational commitment (means)
for non-union members 66.80 60.00 62.20 60.20 59.90 59.70 54.90 59.10 67.20
Organizational commitment (means)
union members 64.50 57.20 54.80 62.50 62.00 57.90 49.30 55.30 61.20

Eta .03 .07 .15 .04 .04 .05 .13 .10 .13

p-value .23 .10 .00 .32 .49 .13 .00 .02 .00

N 1007 463 818 875 277 758 720 555 539

4.4.8 Family to work conflict and organizational commitment

In this section we are going to test hypothesis 6.Table 4.21 shows that the effect of

family to work conflict on commitment is low in most countries. This means that the

hypothesis 7 is rejected in many countries. The strongest effects can be found in the

Eastern part of Germany, Sweden, Norway and Great Britain the rest of the countries

show no significant effect. In Germany East there is an issue that in the former

German Democratic Republic the care of children was excellent (Hagenbuch 1996)

and other tasks were very easily used as a reason for absence at work because of

low productivity therefore this could explain the perceived level of family to work

conflict in the re-unificated Germany in the “Neue Bundesländern.”

Table 4.22 Betas of commitment regressed on work to family conflict in the United States, Great
Britain, New Zealand, Germany, Norway, Sweden, the Netherlands and Ireland

US GB NZ GW GE NW SE NL IRL

Betas for family to work conflict .02 -.10** -.04 -.05 -.15** -.07** -.13** -.02 .00

Adj R squared .01 .01 .00 .00 .02 .01 .02 .01 .00

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 
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If we break down the concept of commitment as measured by us in its constituting

elements we see that in the countries where there is a negative effect of family to

work conflict it is the question that is phrased: “I am willing to work harder than I have

to in order to help the firm or organization I work for , succeed.” That is responsible

for the negative effect (bèta’s of -.138 in Germany East, -.151 in Great Britain and

-.125 in Sweden).This implies that in the countries mentioned above there cannot be

expected any extra effort from people suffering from a family to work conflict.

4.4.9 Public sector workers and organizational commitment

In this section we are going to test hypotheses 7 and 8. In order to test the

hypothesis 7 one has to look if the organizational commitment for private sector

employees is stronger than for public sector employees as Lyons, Duxbury, &

Higgins 2007) hypothesized in their study.

Table 4.23 Means for commitment for public and private sector, in 8 countries

Employer Commitment SD N

Government 57.22 19.07 1214

Public 56.95 17.47 532

Private 59.19 19.61 3287

Rest 72.31 19.01 749

P value=.00 Eta= .23

There is a small difference in favor of the private company employees.

The rest category contains among others people that are self-employed or that are

engaged in working as volunteers or for charity organizations. That is one of the

reasons that the level of organizational commitment is that high in the rest category.

We conduct a Scheffe test on the two means of private companies and working for

government and/or public sector (mean difference is -1.97 with a p value of .020).

The test showed that the difference between public and private sector is significant.

All in all the results show that hypothesis 5 is accepted. The difference is particularly

visible in the Great-Britain, the Netherlands and Sweden.

If we test the hypothesis 8 societal fit is related to the criterion variable organizational

commitment.
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Graphically it looks like this:

Figure 4.10 Moderation of sector on the relation between societal fit and organizational commitment

We will use the following procedure to indentify if the combination public sector and

societal values. The interaction term is represented by the product of working for

government (initial variable is recoded as government = 1 and private sector = 0 and

then was multiplied by the value for societal fit). If this product term is significant in

the regression, this would indicate a significant effect of the combination

governmental employed and societal fit on commitment. However this interaction

may also exist in the other kinds of fit. Therefore we tested the other kinds of fit and

their interaction with working for government on commitment.

Table 4.24 Scores for standardized betas of several forms of fit, their interactions, controls for 8
countries with organizational commitment as an dependent variable

Constant 39.72**

Extrinsix fit_undersupply .15**

Interaction Extrinsic fit Undersupply –working for government -.07**

Intrinsic Fit_undersupply .16**

Interaction Intrinsic Fit_Undersupply –working for government -.02

Societal fit_Undersupply -.01

Interaction Societal/altruistic fit_Undersupply and working for government .06**

Sex -.01

Age .12**

Trade-Union membership -.13**

Adj R Squared .07

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 

Public Sector

Societal Fit Commitment
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Table 4.24 shows that societal/altruistic fit has no significant beta for commitment

However the interaction term societal/altruistic fit-working for government is

significantly related to commitment. When testing this for the other kinds of fit one

can see that the combination intrinsic fit working for government is not significantly

related to commitment and the combination extrinsic fit/working for government is

negatively related to commitment. These results corroborate the findings of Steijn

and are an indication that it are the governmental employees that regard fit with

respect to societal/altruistic values as an important precondition for commitment.

4.4.10 Toward an overall model with organizational commitment and antecedents

The question can be asked to what extent the separate elements from the

hypotheses do explain organizational commitment. Therefore we integrated the

several findings into three models. The elements which were added in model 2 and

model 3 correspond with order of the boxes in the explanatory model in figure 4.1. A

stepwise regression for 3 models was conducted that were expanded gradually. This

enables us to see the changes in the values of the betas when new variables were

introduced.

Table 4.25 Scores for standardized betas for 8 countries with organizational commitment as the
dependent variable (model 1)

Country US GB NZ G W G E NW SE NL IRL

Constant 56.42 53.06 54.88 52.46 53.86 41.59 42.26 51.28 55.21

Extrinsic fit_undersupply .21** .19** .13** .12** .04 .11** .10** .13** .14**

Extrinsic Oversupply_Undersupply .12** .25** .02 .06 -.19** .05 .17** .06 .11**

Intrinsic fit_Undersupply .16** .20** .18** .26** .32** .33** .24** .19** .26**

Intrinsic Oversupply_Undersupply .09** .11 .07 .06 .22** .15** .10 .22** .05

Societal fit _undersupply .09 -.07 .05 .02 -.04 .08 .07 .02 .02

Societal oversupply_Undersupply .01 -.13 .01 .01 -.01 .10 .05 -.01 .09

Adj R squared .10 .12 .05 .07 .10 .13 .09 .08 .10

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 

In model 1 (see table 4.25) the measures of fit are entered. As shown intrinsic fit is

the strongest predictor for commitment, except for the USA, although the explanatory

power is limited with an R squared varying from .046 to .126.
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Table 4.26 depicts the effects of model 2 In model 2 the demographics: gender, age

and trade-union membership are additionally entered.

Table 4.26 Scores for standardized betas for 8 countries with organizational commitment as a
dependent variable (model 2)

Country US GB NZ GW GE NW SE NL IRL

Constant 43.02 42.14 53.35 51.55 39.15 1.09 35.65 41.47 47.96

Extrinsic Fit_undersupply .21** .20** .13** .11 .05 .10** .08** .09** .14**

ExtrinsicOversupply _Undersupply .11** .24** .04 .06 -.17** .06 .14** .04** .12**

Intrinsicfit-Undersupply .15** .21** .17** .26** .31** .31** .22** .19** .23**

Intrinsicoversupply_Undersupply .09** .10 .06 .07 .22** .16** .18 .21** .11

Societal fit_undersupply .07 .06 .04 .04 -.04 .05 .06 .02 .04

Societaloversupply_undersupply .04 .10 .04 .02 -.02 .10 .06 .01 .08

Trade-union membership .00 .08 -.16** .12** -.04 -.04 .-06 -.09** -.13**

Sex .02 .08 .05 -.08 .00 .02 .-04 .03 .11**

Age .12** .09 .09 .01 .09 .16** .12** .08 -.15**

Adj R squared .12 .12 .07 .08 .10 .19 .10 .11 .15

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 

This model shows the most important extra explanatory factor is the trade-union

membership. In this model societal fit is becoming less important. There is a slight

increase in explained variance and this varies between .050 and .136.

In model 3 (Table 4.27) we added job satisfaction, relations with management,

turnover intentions and work family conflict. As we expected the introduction of job

satisfaction brings a lot of additional explanatory power. The order of importance is:

job satisfaction (with the biggest beta), relation to management, turnover intention

and work family conflict (that contributes the least). There is a considerable increase

in explanatory power and with an R squared varying between .25 sometimes .40 or

more in the best scenario more than 40% of the variance is explained.
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Table 4.27 Scores for standardized betas for 8 countries with organizational commitment as a
dependent variable Model 3

Country US GB NZ GW GE NW SE NL IRL

Constant 90.06 81.05 98.35 102.35 81.23 80.03 79.73 78.04 84.25

Extrinsic fit_undersupply .11** .11** .05 .03 -.00 .05 .05 .03 .06

Extrinsicoversupply_Undersupply .06 .13** .02 .02 -.13** .02 .09** .03 .08

Intinsic fit-undersupply .08** .10 .06 .08 .21** .10** .08 .09** .12**

Intrinsic oversupply_undersupply .03 .04 -.02 -.02 -.04 .05 .01 .13** .05

Societal fit_undersupply .03 -.10 .01 .09 -.09 .07 .01 -.06 .00

Societal oversupply_undersupply -.00 -.06 -.02 .04 -.07 .09 .01 -.05 .07

Trade-union membership -.03 -.05 -.09** -.07 -.06 -.04 .03 -.07 -.05

Sex -.01 .06 .01 -.05 .-.03 -.01 -.05 -.05 -.12**

Age .03 .02 -.03 .03 .11 .10** .01 .07 .19**

Bad conditions .02 -.02 -.07** .08 -.09 .01 -.03 .03 .03

Job satisfaction .43** .40** .34** .38** .34** .42** .41** .50** .25**

Relations with management .26** .21** .23** .17** .22** .21** .19** .10** .31**

Family to work conflict -.04 -.05 -.13** -.06 -.15** -.08** -.06 -.02 -.06

Adj R squared .44 .40 .40 .24 .38 .42 .36 .40 .35

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 

Comparing these results to the results of Tables 4.25 and 4.26 it is interesting to see

how intrinsic fit decreases as an explanatory factor when job satisfaction is

introduced. This confirms our earlier findings of a mediating effect of job satisfaction

on the relation of fit and commitment. In model 2 (see table 4.26) the factors gender,

age trade-union membership and bad working conditions are added as extra

explanatory variables. The Netherlands still has the most explained variance. Gender

is only important in Ireland and age is significant in the US, Norway and Sweden,

where older people show significantly more commitment.

Summary of model 3 (final model displayed in Table 4.27).

 In the Anglo Saxon countries UK and US extrinsic fit remains significant;

 Intrinsic fit remains significant in the US, Germany East Norway the Netherlands

and Ireland however the betas drop when job satisfaction is introduced;
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 Job satisfaction is the most important predictor for commitment in all countries

except for Ireland; This is not surprising because in our theoretical framework we

already mentioned the familiarity of the two concepts.

 Relations with management is the second most important predictor of

commitment except for Ireland where it is the most important one;

 Family to work conflict is negatively related to commitment in Germany East, New

Zealand and Norway.

 Bad working conditions and trade-union membership are negatively related to

commitment in New Zealand.

4.5 Discussion and conclusion

4.5.1 In general

We investigated the gap between needs and supply and a possible funnel effect.

Supporting Fischer’s findings it showed that the biggest gap between needs and

supplies was apparent in the extrinsic items. On an empirical level is the variance in

fit in extrinsic features bigger than in the intrinsic one. External attribution enables the

individual to tolerate a gap without having cognitive dissonance. When looking at the

gaps and the funnel with private company and public service employees we see that

there is a reversed gap in the societal/altruistic values among the public sector

employees.

This study has revealed a number of similarities and differences between the

countries that were subject to our study. Also we could give more perspective to the

term fit by breaking it down. We broke down the concept of needs-supply fit into three

kinds of fit intrinsic, extrinsic and societal and investigate these relations with

commitment. Results are suggesting that only intrinsic and extrinsic fit contribute to

commitment, however in a moderate way.

Contrary to our expectation (hypothesis 1) not every country showed a bigger

contribution of intrinsic fit when explaining commitment. The closest to a systematic
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pattern gets the relation between rule oriented and skill oriented countries and

commitment. All rule oriented countries and Germany show a higher commitment

than the skill oriented countries. We want to argue that in rule oriented countries (that

coincide with Coordinated Market Regimes) employees depend more upon their

employer and therefore be more loyal to their organizations. In skill oriented regimes

employees have more possibilities and do not depend that much on the organization.

Even when being unemployed they have an income if you add highly skilled

character of the employee. You can expect them to act more independently as

employees under rule oriented regimes and therefore being less committed to the

organization but more to the work itself.

We expected job satisfaction to mediate between fit and organizational

commitment (hypothesis 3). For extrinsic fit and commitment we tested this through

mediated regression and the results partly confirm our hypothesis in all countries

except for the eastern part of Germany there was a mediation of job satisfaction in

the relation of extrinsic fit-undersupply and commitment. In the Netherlands and

Ireland this was a full mediation, in all the other countries a partial one. In all

countries job satisfaction mediated between intrinsic fit and commitment. In Great

Britain and New Zealand we found a full mediation, for all other countries the

mediation was partial. The societal fit did not play a role of importance in any country.

The effect of job satisfaction and other explanatory factors (like relations with

management, turnover intention and work family conflict) on organizational

commitment strengthens the model. When comparing model one (with only the fit)

with model 3 (the comprehensive model): R square increased the most in New

Zealand and the least in Germany. When comparing models 2 and 3 to model 1

intrinsic fit loses importance as a predictor In the US, Great Britain and Ireland

extrinsic fit remains significant in the US and the UK. In Norway, the Netherlands and

Ireland intrinsic fit contributes substantially in the comprehensive model. This is

confirmed by the medial regression. Job satisfaction and relations with management

show themselves as strong predictors in every country. As expected turnover

intention is negatively related to commitment and only in Germany East work family

conflict affects commitment.

The findings of this study indicate that fit has a moderate positive effect on

commitment but is lack of fit a reason to look for another job? The answer depends
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upon which fit we are talking about and on the country where it is measured. A

regression analysis shows that initially there is a relationship between intrinsic fit and

turnover intention which is significant in all countries except for (West) Germany and

Ireland.

For extrinsic fit we can see a significant relationship in all countries except

Ireland Germany East and New Zealand. When adding other explanatory factors we

see some fall in the values of fit. But the biggest change is the addition of job

satisfaction and commitment as explanatory variables. In this model extrinsic fit

remains significant for Sweden Great Britain and the USA and intrinsic for Germany

East and the US.

Age, commitment and job satisfaction are found to be strong predictors of

turnover intention. Trade-union membership and fit have effect as well. The results

for Germany differ considerable between the eastern and the western part. Are the

separate extrinsic values (job security, high income and good opportunities for

advancement) significant antecedents for commitment in the western part of the

country, in the eastern part they are insignificant and even tend to disappear when

we control for job satisfaction. The same pattern is visible for fit. Is the extrinsic fit that

is a factor of importance in the western part and not in the eastern part. Work - family

conflict is an issue for Germany East and not for Germany West. When it comes to

turnover intention for West Germany besides job satisfaction, commitment and age

gender, trade-union membership are particular predictors for turnover intention. For

Germany East intrinsic fit bad conditions and work family conflict are important. There

are also some similarities. In both parts trade-union members have a higher

organizational commitment than non-members. This last issue is one that could be

interesting to explore in further research.

The position that societal fit is particularly important for governmental

employees is only partly supported. When isolating societal fit it is true. However

when adding the other explanatory values this relation disappears.

Overall, the findings in this study are in agreement with the assumption that

the needs-supply mechanism is one of the antecedents organizational commitment in

western countries. Intrinsic fit and intrinsic supplies show themselves to be the most

important, however in some of the Liberal Market Economies (US, UK and New

Zealand) the extrinsic fit and extrinsic supplies should not be underestimated. In
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general the difference between coordinated market economies and liberal market

economies as well as rule oriented versus skill oriented regimes seems less

important than suggested in literature. The effect of having good relations between

management and employees is a factor not to neglect but differs per country.

4.5.2 Contributions to theory

We found two major gaps between the needs and supply items in particular in the

extrinsic work values. There are two psychological theories that can help to explain

the particular gap that occurs. One comes from the cognitive dissonance theory

(Festinger 1957). According to cognitive dissonance theory, there is a tendency for

individuals to seek consistency among their cognitions (i.e., beliefs, opinions). When

there is an inconsistency between attitudes or behaviors (dissonance), something

must change to eliminate the dissonance. In the case of a discrepancy between

attitudes and behavior, it is most likely that the attitude will change to accommodate

the behavior. In this case the dissonance is that one beliefs that one aspect is

important and the other belief that that item is not found in the working situation.

According to Wiendieck (1980) a collective self-healing takes place when the

dissonance is apparent.

A second explanation comes from the attribution theory. The two main types of

attributions are internal and external attributions. When an internal attribution is

made, the cause of the given behavior is assigned to the individual's personality,

attitudes, character or disposition. When an external attribution is made, the cause of

the given behavior is assigned to the situation in which the behavior was seen (that

the individual producing the behavior did so because of the surrounding environment

or the social situation). These two types of attribution lead to very different

perceptions of the individual engaging in a behavior (Personal is Internal and

Situational is external). Looking at these results from the attribution theory only, one

can divide the items into those that can be attributed to the situation (high income,

career possibilities and job security) and those that can be attributed to the person

(interesting work, independent work, work that enables you to help others and work

that contributes to society). Taking this into account it is easier to accept a
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discrepancy in needs and supplies for the first group than for the second. For

example a perceived lack of career possibilities is easier to attribute to the employer

than not having interesting work. It is remarkable that in the public sector the

magnitude and the relation of need and supply values is different. The gap between

need and supply is reversed for societal values (supply exceeds the need) and the

gap between needs and supply when it comes to have interesting work is smaller

than in case of the private company employees.

There has been substantial discussion about the relationship between

organizational commitment and the unemployment rate in a country (Gelade, Dobson

& Gilbert, 2006; Baruch, 1998). This argument is made by Gelade, Dobson and

Gilbert in their study about the national differences in organizational commitment: “In

countries where incomes are low, unemployment is high, a small proportion of the

population is economically active and employment fulfils basic survival and material

needs, we would expect employees to remain with their employers because

employment opportunities are scarce and they have little choice to do otherwise. In

more economically developed countries, however, individuals have greater freedom

to choose the type of organization they work for and the type of work they do and, in

this way, to find congenial employment” (Gelade, Dobson & Gilbert, 2006 p. 545).

Therefore we have to consider unemployment rates of countries as an alternative

explanation for organizational commitment. We tested this idea by correlating the

unemployment rates of the 8 countries in 2005 (OECD data) with the organizational

commitment scores and we found a non-significant relation. So for this population the

relation between unemployment and organizational commitment can be disregarded.

However if we look at the direction and the strength of the effect it may be that only

the limited number of countries surveyed here that makes it insignificant.

What does the mediation of job satisfaction mean? We found a partial and in

some countries even a full mediation of job satisfaction in the relationship between

the extrinsic and intrinsic fit and organizational commitment. Can we interpret it as a

real mediation or is there a tautology indicating that the two indicators basically

measuring the same concept and same source. The concept of commitment is

measured by three out four questions of the so-called “Porter scale.” It is one of the

most used indicators in social sciences. Even when limited to three items the scale

gives good Cronbach s alpha. Job satisfaction is measured by a single item. In
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previous research this has been done before (Hult, 2005; Andolsek & Stebe, 2004).

From a content point of view two separate things are measured. The commitment

questions address some intention to action “I am willing to work harder than I have to

in order to help the firm or organization I work for succeed” and “I would turn down

another job that offered quite a bit more pay in order to stay with this organization”

while job satisfaction is merely a reflection of a state of mind or attitude. However it

might be possible that with a multi item instrument other results would be obtained.

This study could get follow-up by other studies which could measure job satisfaction

with a more elaborate instrument. This on the other taking the risk of confounding.

Does the mediation of job satisfaction mean that satisfaction can make up for

a lack of fit? One would be willing to think so, at least no evidence is found that can

falsify the findings of earlier studies that conclude in this direction.

In this discussion one has to address the findings of Tett & Meyer (1993) in

their meta-analysis they reach conclusion one: “In keeping with an independent effect

model and the view that satisfaction and commitment are distinguishable through

moderate related constructs (eg Porter et al., 1974) satisfaction and commitment

each contribute uniquely to turnover intentions/withdrawal cognitions.” (Tett & Meyer,

1993, p. 285). We see for the Netherlands no unique effect for commitment in the

model while there is one for all other countries. This might be a result of cultural

differences which were not included in the Tett & Meyer study or maybe a result of

different measures.

Although not mentioned in the hypotheses, this study showed an interesting

pattern when looking at the demand and supply values. When studying the intrinsic

and societal needs and supplies there was a clear pattern of a high demand was

accompanied by a perceived low supply. However when studying intrinsic values no

such a pattern could be distinguished. This phenomenon has been studied in the

past and the funnel effect that was the conclusion of the studies of Klages et al

(Fischer, 2001) is being confirmed here for extrinsic and societal values. Interestingly

the intrinsic values do not show such a structure. The question is why. We argued

from the attribution theory. Although other explanations are possible. Further study

on this subject is recommended.

One of the findings in the current study is that members of trade-unions are in

general less committed to their employers than the non-members and have a higher
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turnover intention. This differs per country this contradicts some findings of earlier

research and confirms some others. Some did predict a negative effect of union

membership while others like Kim (2005) see a positive effect. In this study the

direction and magnitude differ per country. On a more fundamental level only further

and more focused study will give a more satisfying answer on the question whether

trade-union memberships tends to influence organizational commitment in a positive

or negative direction. Elements that go beyond the scope of the current study, like

political preference and forms of co-determination could be explanatory factors.

When the results on family to work conflict and commitment in the eastern part

of Germany are concerned one has to discuss the institutional provisions that might

provide a useful explanation. The institutional arrangements of the former German

Democratic Republic enabled many women to combine childcare and work. After

reunification the perceived conflict must have increased because the absence of the

old GDR institutions the conflict became salient while was latent during the past.

From a comparison point of view on has to interpret this within the framework of the

comparison theory of Thibaut and Kelly (1969) conceived a theory of comparison:

 Comparison level of alternatives (compare the level of experience with a certain

object, often in time);

 Comparison on a social level (compare with friends and family);

 Comparison on experience (compared to experience in personal history).

Based on this theory the comparison of the former GDR citizens will be one of the

experience level indicating a backlash of experienced quality level in childcare

compared to their experiences in recent history.

The notice of a score on commitment of over 50% (average standard deviation

= 19,6) even with undersupply gives some food for thoughts. From the cognitive

dissonance theory one could argue that if needs are not fulfilled and one is still

committed the respondent would behave in the way that cognitive self healing took

place (in which the needs are being adapted to the reality (Fischer, 2001). Another

point of discussion is whether the intrinsic values proof themselves (contrary to
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Klages findings) to have a good fit between supply and demand and in that case the

there would not be a feeling of cognitive dissonance with the employees.

A point for further research is the relation between societal fit and outcomes.

Some of the findings confirm findings in other research that societal fit is important for

governmental employees. However when putting more variables into the equation

societal fit loses importance. The concept of Public service motivation and related

theories explain some outcomes and are valuable as an instrument for explanation.

How strong the explanation is and the exact content of the measurement has to be

subject of further research.

4.5.3 Limitations

Like all other studies this study has limitations. If one wants to include institutional

differences as an explanatory factor one has little choice as to do secondary analysis

on existing international data bases if it were only for budget reasons. This implies

that operationalizations are suboptimal however the big advantage is that at least

one can research a limited number of highly relevant variables in a large number of

countries that enables one to draw general conclusions and leave detailed

explanations for further studies more focused on partial problems. Some scientists

chose the approach of studying one company with several branches (Hofstede,

1981). The Hofstede studies are exceptional in that respect that one hardly can

achieve a multinational study within one single multi-national company, covering that

many nationalities. Besides that, some countries are not represented in these

studies. That is the reason why others (Svallfors & Hult, 2003; Andolšek & Štebe,

2004; Hult, 2005) used an existing dataset to analyze the differences between

countries. In the first approach one can exclude differences in firms as an alternative

explanation. In the second approach the detail might be less but one can be sure all

relevant countries are represented and one can achieve a relative stable view of

differences.

Another limitation forms the one-item measures for some variables. There has

been a lot of discussion on the single or multi-item measurement of job satisfaction

and commitment. Tett & Meyer (1993) conclude that correlations of single item

measures tend to result in weaker correlations than their multi-item counterparts.
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Taking this into account one could say this study is a very prudent estimate of a

stronger relation when measured with a more elaborate instrument.

4.5.4 Contribution to practice

Practical implications of this study would be that it is important for companies to meet

their employee’s needs in terms of values. The more important one regards certain

issues the more committed one becomes when this need is satisfied. Turnover

intentions can be reduced by trying to achieve fit on intrinsic and extrinsic, values

keeping staff satisfied, and in some countries by being reluctant when hiring trade-

union members and hiring older people because they are the less likely to leave.

Also management should know that fit often not directly affects commitment but

through job satisfaction. Also managers should be aware of the fact that these

relations differ by country and institutional surroundings as well as for sectors.

Managers in the public sector should be aware of the fact that their employees have

a greater need for intrinsic and societal fit for obtaining positive work outcomes.

Managers in Germany should realize that there are differences in attitudes and

commitment in the eastern and western part of the country. The presence of bad

conditions in work places does in some countries have a considerable effect on

organizational commitment. From the separate issues; having an interesting job

contributes the most to organizational commitment. To be able to work independent

and having career opportunities are important factors in certain countries.
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Appendix 4.A Measurement other variables.

Job satisfaction:

How satisfied are you in your (main) job?

Completely satisfied [1] Completely dissatisfied [7].

Relations with management:

In general how would you describe relations at your workplace between management

and employees. Inverse scale: Very good [1], Quite good [2], Neither good nor bad

[3], Quite bad [4], Very bad [5].

Trade-union membership:

Member [1] – 2 Member in the past not now 3 Non member.

Family to Work Conflict:

How often family life interferes with job ?

Always [1], Often [2], Sometimes [3], Hardly ever [4], Never [5].

Educational level:

What is your educational level?

Gender:

Man (1) Woman (2).

Sector:

Respondents were asked where they worked:

 Working for government;

 Working for a public owned firm;

 Private firm, other;

 Self-employed;

 ZA, other GB, Other.
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Appendix 4.B

In this appendix all mediating regressions for all countries are exhibited and

explained. The results for Germany West were already analyzed.

Table 4.B.1 Mediating regression equation testing the mediation of job satisfaction in the relation
between extrinsic fit and organizational commitment Germany East

Eq. Criterion Predictor Beta T Adj. R Square F Df

1 Job satisfaction Extrinsic Fit_Undersupply .15 2.36** .02 5.51** 1

2 Organizational commitment Extrinsic Fit_Undersupply .12 1.85 .01 33.43 1

3 Organizational commitment Extrinsic Fit_Undersupply .03 .57 .23 38.57** 2

Jobsatisfaction .48 7.96**

Sobel Z=1.45 and P-value= .07

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 

There is a significant relation between extrinsic fit-undersupply and job satisfaction

but an insignificant relation between extrinsic fit and organizational commitment.

When job satisfaction is added the model gains a lot of explanatory power. However

only one of the criteria of Baron and Kenny is met The Sobel test indicates no

mediation at a significant level. Therefore no mediation and a very weak initial

relation between the criterion and the predictor.

Table 4.B.1 is showing the results for hypothesized mediation of job

satisfaction in the relation of intrinsic fit and organizational commitment. Three out of

four of Baron and Kenny’s (1986) conditions are met, indicating a partial mediation

was demonstrated. So hypothesis 2 was supported. A Sobel test was performed

indicating a significant mediation effect for Germany East. So in Germany East job

satisfaction partially mediates the relation between intrinsic fit and commitment and

does not mediate between extrinsic fit and commitment.
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Table 4.B.2 Mediating regression equation testing the mediation of job satisfaction in the relation
between intrinsic fit and organizational commitment Germany East

Eq. Criterion Predictor Beta T Adj. R Square F Df

1 Job satisfaction Intrinsic Fit_Undersupply .22 3.71** .04 16.93** 1

2 Organizational commitment Intrinsic Fit_Undersupply .25 4.11** .06 13.79** 1

3 Organizational commitment Intrinsic Fit_Undersupply .15 2.62** .23 69.67 2

Jobsatisfaction .43 7.51**

Sobel Z=1.45 and P-value= .07

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 

Table 4.B.3 gives us the indication of the situation in Great Britain concerning the

mediation effect of job satisfaction in the relation between extrinsic fit and

organizational commitment. First of all the relation between extrinsic fit and

commitment. We see all significant betas in the three regressions, also the beta for

extrinsic fit in equation 3 is less than in equation 2 therefore all criteria of Baron and

Kenny are met. Since the beta in equation three still remains significant we have to

conclude for a partial mediation, the significant value for the Sobel test confirms our

conclusion.

Basically the same pattern is demonstrated when we analyze the mediation of

job satisfaction in the relationship between intrinsic fit and organizational commitment

in Table A4. However this time the beta for intrinsic-fit undersupply and

organizational commitment becomes insignificant in equation 3. Therefore all 4

Baronand Kenny criteria met and all significant betas, therefore full mediation the

Sobel test confirms this.

Table 4.B.3 Mediating regression equation testing the mediation of job satisfaction in the relation
between extrinsic fit and organizational commitment for Great Britain

Eq. Criterion Predictor Beta T Adj. R Square F Df

1 Job satisfaction Extrinsic Fit_Undersupply .21 4.34** .04 18.8** 1

2 Organizational commitment Extrinsic Fit_Undersupply .23 4.67** .05 21.78** 1

3 Organizational commitment Extrinsic Fit_Undersupply .10 2.44** .31 84.68** 2

Jobsatisfaction .56 13.39**

Sobel Z=1.45 and P-value= .07

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 
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Table 4.B.4 Mediating regression equation testing the mediation of job satisfaction in the relation
intrinsic fit and organizational commitment in Great Britain

Eq. Criterion Predictor Beta T Adj. R Square F Df

1 Job satisfaction Intrinsic Fit_Undersupply .20 3.93** .04 15.51** 1

2 Organizational commitment Intrinsic Fit_Undersupply .15 2.81** .01 8.07** 1

3 Organizational commitment Intrinsic Fit_Undersupply .04 .89 .31 84.69** 2

Jobsatisfaction .55 12.54**

Sobel Z=1.45 and P-value= .07

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 

Tables 4.B.5 and 4.B.6 are giving an indication of the situation in US concerning the

mediation effect of job satisfaction in the relation between extrinsic fit and

organizational commitment. First of all the relation between extrinsic fit and

commitment. We see all significant betas in the three regressions, also the beta for

extrinsic fit in equation 3 is less than in equation 2 therefore all criteria of Baron and

Kenny are met. Basically the same pattern is demonstrated when we analyze the

mediation of job satisfaction in the relationship between intrinsic fit and organizational

commitment. All 4 Baron and Kenny criteria met and all significant betas the

difference in the betas of equation 3 and 2 is considerable.

Since the beta in equation three is insignificant the conclusion has to be one of

a full mediation, the significant value for the Sobel test confirms our conclusion

therefore partial mediation the Sobel test confirms this.

Table 4.B.5 Mediating regression equation testing the mediation of job satisfaction in the relation
extrinsic fit and organizational commitment in the US

Eq. Criterion Predictor Beta T Adj. R Square F Df

1 Job satisfaction Extrinsic Fit_Undersupply .16 4.68** .03 2.93** 1

2 Organizational commitment Jobsatisfaction .21 6.14** .04 37.72** 1

3 Organizational commitment Extrinsic Fit .10 3.60** .38 263.50** 2

Jobsatisfaction .59 21.24**

Sobel Z=1.45 and P-value= .07

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 
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Table 4.B.6 Mediating regression equation testing the mediation of job satisfaction in the relation
between intrinsic fit and organizational commitment for the US

Eq. Criterion Predictor Beta T Adj. R Square F Df

1 Job satisfaction Intrinsic Fit .14 4.14** .01 17.16 1

2 Organizational commitment Intrinsic Fit .19 5.43** .03 29.53 1

3 Organizational commitment Intrinsic Fit .10 3.20** .36 234.38 2

Jobsatisfaction .57 20.01**

Sobel Z=1.45 and P-value= .07

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 

Tables 4.B.7 and 4.B.8 give us the indication of the situation in Ireland concerning

the mediation effect of job satisfaction in the relation between fit and organizational

commitment. First of all the relation between extrinsic fit and commitment. We see all

significant betas in the three regressions, also the beta for extrinsic fit in equation 3 is

less than in equation 2 therefore all criteria of Baron and Kenny are met. The level of

significance of the beta in equation 3 drops to an insignificant level a partial

mediation, the significant value for the Sobel test confirms our conclusion.

Basically the same pattern is demonstrated when we analyze the mediation of

job satisfaction in the relationship between intrinsic fit and organizational

commitment. All 4 Baron and Kenny criteria met and all significant betas, therefore

partial mediation the Sobel test confirms this.

Table 4.B.7 Mediating regression equation testing the mediation of job satisfaction in the relation
between extrinsic fit and organizational commitment for Ireland

Eq. Criterion Predictor Beta T Adj. R Square F Df

1 Job satisfaction Extrinsic Fit_undersupply .13 2.78** .01 7.73** 1

2 Organizational commitment Extrinsic Fit_undersupply .11 2.38** .01 5.55** 1

3 Organizational commitment Extrinsic Fit .03 .08 .25 78.94** 2

Jobsatisfaction .50 12.10**

Sobel Z=1.45 and P-value= .07

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 
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Table 4.B.8 Mediating regression equation testing the mediation of job satisfaction in the relation
intrinsic fit and organizational commitment in Ireland

Eq. Criterion Predictor Beta T Adj. R Square F Df

1 Job satisfaction Intrinsic Fit .25 5.55** .06 30.88** 1

2 Organizational commitment Intrinsic Fit .24 5.37** .05 24.74** 1

3 Organizational commitment Intrinsic Fit .13 3.03** .24 72.14** 2

Jobsatisfaction .44 10.55**

Sobel Z=1.45 and P-value= .07

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 

Tables 4.B.9 and 4.B.10 give us the indication of the situation in The Netherlands the

mediation effect of job satisfaction in the relation between extrinsic fit and

organizational commitment. First of all the relation between extrinsic fit and

commitment. We see all significant betas in the three regressions, also the beta for

extrinsic fit in equation 3 is less than in equation 2 therefore all criteria of Baron and

Kenny are met. Since the beta in equation three becomes insignificant we have to

conclude for a full mediation, the significant value for the Sobel test confirms our

conclusion.

Basically the same pattern is demonstrated when we analyze the mediation of

job satisfaction in the relationship between intrinsic fit and organizational

commitment. All 4 Baron and Kenny criteria met and all significant betas, there is no

insignificant beta for intrinsic fit in the third equation therefore partial mediation the

Sobel test confirms this.

Table 4.B.9 Mediating regression equation testing the mediation of job satisfaction in the relation
between extrinsic fit and organizational commitment for the Netherlands

Eq. Criterion Predictor Beta T Adj. R Square F Df

1 Job satisfaction Extrinsic Fit_undersupply .16 3.71** .03 13.77** 1

2 Organizational commitment Extrinsic Fit .15 3.86** .02 21.60** 1

3 Organizational commitment Extrinsic Fit .04 1.17 .36 130.42** 2

Jobsatisfaction .59 15.24**

Sobel Z=1.45 and P-value= .07

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 
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Table 4.B.10 Mediating regression equation testing the mediation of job satisfaction in the relation
intrinsic fit and organizational commitment for the Netherlands

Eq. Criterion Predictor Beta T Adj. R Square F Df

1 Job satisfaction Intrinsic Fit .30 7.25** .09 52.52** 1

2 Organizational commitment Intrinsic Fit .31 7.37** .10 54.26** 1

3 Organizational commitment Intrinsic Fit .14 3.83** .39 162.45** 2

Jobsatisfaction .57 15.62**

Sobel Z=1.45 and P-value= .07

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 

For Norway tables 4.B.11 and 4.B.12 illustrate the presumed the mediation effect of

job satisfaction in the relation between extrinsic fit and organizational commitment.

First of all the relation between extrinsic fit and commitment. We see all significant

betas in the three regressions, also the beta for extrinsic fit in equation 3 is less than

in equation 2 therefore all criteria of Baron and Kenny are met. Since the beta in

equation three drops to a lower significance level but still remains significant. We

have to conclude for a partial mediation, the significant value for the Sobel test

confirms our conclusion.

Basically the same pattern is demonstrated when we analyse the mediation of

job satisfaction in the relationship between intrinsic fit and organizational

commitment. All 4 Baron and Kenny criteria met and all significant betas, therefore

partial mediation the Sobel test confirms this.

Table 4.B.11 Mediating regression equation testing the mediation of job satisfaction in the relation
between extrinsic fit and organizational commitment for the Norway

Eq. Criterion Predictor Beta T Adj. R Square F Df

1 Job satisfaction Extrinsic Fit .09 2.40** .01 6.10** 1

2 Organizational commitment Extrinsic Fit .17 4.49** .03 20.19** 1

3 Organizational commitment Extrinsic Fit .07 2.35** .37 204.45** 2

Jobsatisfaction .59 19.66**

Sobel Z=1.45 and P-value= .07

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 
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Table 4.B.12 Mediating regression equation testing the mediation of job satisfaction in the relation
intrinsic fit and organizational commitment for Norway

Eq. Criterion Predictor Beta T Adj. R Square F Df

1 Job satisfaction Intrinsic Fit .23 6.99** .05 48.92** 1

2 Organizational commitment Intrinsic Fit .22 6.61** .05 54.26** 1

3 Organizational commitment Intrinsic Fit .10 3.39** .34 208.83** 2

Jobsatisfaction .55 15.62**

Sobel Z=1.45 and P-value= .07

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 

For Sweden tables 4.B.13 and 4.B.14 illustrate the presumed the mediation effect of

job satisfaction in the relation between extrinsic fit and organizational commitment.

First of all the relation between extrinsic fit and commitment. We see all significant

betas in the three regressions, also the beta for extrinsic fit in equation 3 is less than

in equation 2 therefore all criteria of Baron and Kenny are met. Since the beta in

equation three drops to a non significant level we have to conclude to full mediation,

the significant value for the Sobel test confirms our conclusion.

Basically the same pattern is demonstrated when we analyze the mediation of

job satisfaction in the relationship between intrinsic fit and organizational

commitment. All 4 Baron and Kenny criteria met and all significant betas, therefore

partial mediation the Sobel test confirms this.

Table 4.B.13 Mediating regression equation testing the mediation of job satisfaction in the relation
between extrinsic fit and organizational commitment for Sweden

Eq. Criterion Predictor Beta T Adj. R Square F Df

1 Job satisfaction Extrinsic Fit_undersupply .13 3.31** .02 10.93** 1

2 Organizational commitment Extrinsic Fit .10 2.35** .01 22.01** 1

3 Organizational commitment Extrinsic Fit .04 1.04** .29 121.76** 2

Jobsatisfaction .53 15.06**

Sobel Z=1.45 and P-value= .07

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 
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Table 4.B.14 Mediating regression equation testing the mediation of job satisfaction in the relation
intrinsic fit and organizational commitment for Sweden

Eq. Criterion Predictor Beta T Adj. R Square F Df

1 Job satisfaction Intrinsic Fit .30 8.90** .09 79.16** 1

2 Organizational commitment Intrinsic Fit .23 6.22** .05 43.73** 1

3 Organizational commitment Intrinsic Fit .08 2.30** .29 141.44** 2

Jobsatisfaction .51 15.62**

Sobel Z=1.45 and P-value= .07

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 

For New Zealand tables 4.B.15 and 4.B.16 illustrate the presumed mediation effect of

job satisfaction in the relation between extrinsic fit and organizational commitment.

First of all the relation between extrinsic fit and commitment. We see all significant

betas in the three regressions, also the beta for extrinsic fit in equation 3 is less than

in equation 2 therefore all criteria of Baron and Kenny are met. Since the beta in

equation three drops to a lower significance level but still remains significant we have

to conclude for a partial mediation, the significant value for the Sobel test confirms

our conclusion.

Basically the same pattern is demonstrated when we analyze the mediation of

job satisfaction in the relationship between intrinsic fit and organizational

commitment. All 4 Baron and Kenny criteria met and the beta in equation 3 drops to

insignificance, therefore we can conclude a full mediation with regard to job

satisfaction in the relation intrinsic fit and commitment in New Zealand.

Table 4.B.15 Mediating regression equation testing the mediation of job satisfaction in the relation
between extrinsic fit and organizational commitment for New Zealand

Eq. Criterion Predictor Beta T Adj. R Square F Df

1 Job satisfaction Extrinsic Fit_undersupply .18 4.75** .03** 22.53** 1

2 Organizational commitment Extrinsic Fit_undersupply .16** 4.05** .02 16.37** 1

3 Organizational commitment Extrinsic Fit .06 2.47** .29 133.19** 2

Jobsatisfaction .53 15.66**

Sobel Z=1.45 and P-value= .07

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 
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Table 4.B.16 Mediating regression equation testing the mediation of job satisfaction in the relation
intrinsic fit and organizational commitment for New Zealand

Eq. Criterion Predictor Beta T Adj. R Square F Df

1 Job satisfaction Intrinsic Fit .27 7.76** .07 60.26** 1

2 Organizational commitment Intrinsic Fit .21 5.77** .04 33.23** 1

3 Organizational commitment Intrinsic Fit .07 2.16** .28 140.17** 2

Jobsatisfaction .51 15.40**

Sobel Z=1.45 and P-value= .07

**=Significance at the 0.05 level (p≤ .05) 


